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SUMMARY
The goal of this thesis is to explore elemental mass quantification from spectral X-ray
radiographs and X-ray fluorescence. This would provide a nondestructive technique to
the IAEA for international safeguards. The entire work’s setup is a 160 kVp X-ray beam
incident on a powder and measured with a pixelated spectral CdTe photon detector. First,
the work implements a partial-volume correction to an existing numerical approach. An
alternative deep learning approach is presented using CNNs to regress elemental mass.
The training dataset is generated with Monte Carlo and empirical detector characterization.
An unsupervised deep learning approach is also explored for the simulation-to-experiment
transformation. The method is tested on both simulation and experimental data. Lastly, X-
ray fluorescence from the sample is measured with a second, out-of-beam spectral photon
detector. Similarly, deep learning is used to regress elemental mass. This is done both from
X-ray fluorescence alone and fused with the spectral radiographic data. The work provides
new technology to the IAEA and shows how simulation can be used in deep learning where




1.1 Spectral X-ray Radiography for International Safeguards
The landmark Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons (NPT) began an inter-
national agreement intended to ensure the peaceful use of nuclear technology [1]. Among
the 191 state parties that signed the NPT, five states are considered the nuclear-weapon
states, namely the United States, Russia, the United Kingdom, France, and China. Under
the NPT, these states share a goal toward both nuclear and total disarmament. The majority
of the remaining non-nuclear-weapon state parties concluded a comprehensive safeguards
agreement (CSA), allowing the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) to apply safe-
guards to the state’s nuclear material. These safeguards reflect two of the NPT’s objectives:
the prevention of the spread of nuclear weapons and nuclear weapon technology and the
promotion of the peaceful use of nuclear energy.
The IAEA implements and maintains a range of safeguard measures to carry out its
responsibilities enumerated in the NPT. Under a CSA, the IAEA implements safeguards in
nuclear fuel cycle facilities, including uranium conversion and enrichment, fuel fabrication,
power reactors, spent fuel stores, and reprocessing. Some of the implemented technologies
perform destructive or non-destructive analysis on material samples from facilities [2]. Re-
searchers have been tasked with developing new and innovative safeguards technologies to
add to the IAEA toolkit to address emerging and future needs.
X-ray interrogation is a diverse category of analysis tools, a number of which are
currently implemented as safeguards technology. Methods such as K-edge densitometry
(KEDG) [3], hybrid K-edge densitometry (HKED) [4], and the combined procedure for
uranium concentration and enrichment assay (CMPU) [5] use X-rays to measure uranium
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and/or plutonium concentrations from solution. This is ideal for the uranyl and plutonium
nitrate solutions produced during spent fuel reprocessing. To use this method for solid ura-
nium samples, such as uranium oxide powder from a fuel fabrication facility, the solution
samples must be prepared in a laboratory. Alternatively, the X-ray fluorescence analyzer
(XRFA) semi-quantitatively determines relative elemental concentrations of various sample
types [6]. While the XRFA does not have the same strict requirements on sample prepa-
ration, it has limited precision. A quantitative X-ray system that directly measures powder
samples would bypass the additional dissolution step in some facilities.
Spectral X-ray radiography was recently presented as a new safeguards technology for
elemental mass quantification [7]. Using pixelated, spectroscopic detectors, an emergent
technology in X-ray detection, the system was designed to assay uranium oxide powder
samples from a nuclear fuel fabrication facility. Other transmission-based X-ray systems
only assay solutions because they require the sample to be homogeneous and uniform. The
detectors measure the spectral transmission with high energy resolution, but they assume
that the beam is uniformly attenuated by the sample across the face of the detector. This
assumption is invalid for powder samples. Spectral X-ray radiography instead makes use
of detectors that are both energy-sensitive and position-sensitive. The proposed method
permits samples with spatial variation by additionally measuring the X-ray spectrum in
each pixel individually.
Pixelated, spectroscopic detector technology has matured over the last 20 years, but
spectral X-ray radiography is still relatively young and faces its own technical obstacles.
One such challenge results from limited spatial resolution. The partial-volume effect oc-
curs when the density of the target has a sharp spatial gradient across the area projected
onto a single pixel. The mass calculation uses a physics model that assumes that each pixel
measures a uniform material attenuation. Large errors can arise, for example, in pixels that
only partially view the target. The phenomenon plagues other related techniques, such as
X-ray computed tomography (CT) [8] and positron emission tomography [9]. Corrections
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to the measurements are typically only designed to qualitatively improve image quality by
suppressing artifacts. An effective partial-volume correction for spectral X-ray radiogra-
phy would result in improved elemental mass accuracy in all pixels, including those that
measure partial attenuation.
One of the most challenging aspects of this system is the quantifying the total mass of
each element compared to relative concentrations. While some neutron-based safeguards
technologies determine total fissile, uranium, or plutonium mass, there are no safeguards
that use X-ray interrogation to determine total elemental mass. Beyond the context of safe-
guards, X-rays have been used to quantify effective atomic number [10], electron density
[11], and relative elemental concentration [12]; however, it is a nontrivial task to subse-
quently determine absolute quantities which often requires sample standards for calibra-
tion, additional types of measurements, or a high confidence in system geometry. Absolute
quantification is a large obstacle for X-ray interrogation techniques like spectral X-ray ra-
diography.
The accurate quantification of total elemental mass is an ongoing design challenge for
spectral X-ray radiography. To calculate mass, Gilbert et al. [7] took an intermediate step
to calculate the elemental areal density, or the mass per unit area, viewed by each pixel.
The mass was then calculated from areal density using the distance between the sample
and detector face, the distance between the source and the detector, the pixel size, and
the sample thickness. The accuracy of the calculated mass is, therefore, highly dependent
on the confidence of these geometric parameters. A technique that accurately calculates
mass from measurements under systematic and statistical uncertainty would be beneficial
to the IAEA. Such a system would be more affordable by reducing the construction and
maintenance costs associated with high-precision instrumentation. It would also facilitate
usability by relaxing the requirements of the operator.
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1.2 Research Focus and Contributions
Many of the challenges associated with spectral X-ray radiography involve the compu-
tation of masses from measurement. The primary focus of this thesis is the exploration
of computational techniques that address these obstacles, including optimization and deep
learning. Designing for the use in safeguards would bring improvements in forms like us-
ability, reduction in cost, or better quantitative performance. With these improvements, the
technology would become even more suitable for safeguards applications.
The application of deep learning to this problem also presents an alternative method-
ology for computations from pixelated, spectroscopic X-ray detectors, particularly hyper-
spectral X-ray imaging detectors. Concepts from computer vision are used to exploit the
rich spatial and spectral information available in the data. This work also shows how deep
learning facilitates multi-modal fusion of this complicated measurement with the data from
a different type of sensor that was measured simultaneously, specifically the fusion of spec-
tral X-ray radiography and energy-dispersive X-ray fluorescence (XRF).
The work relies on simulation to implement deep learning that is to be used on experi-
mental measurement. An important contribution of this thesis is the coupling of experiment
and simulation through deep learning. Simulation benefits from perfect system knowledge,
can explore a wide range of system parameters, and is cheap to generate. Deep learning is
used on unpaired simulation outputs and experimental measurements for transferring sim-
ulation knowledge to the experimental domain and to model the translation between simu-
lation and experiment. This method applies to nuclear security and safeguards techniques
like X-ray radiography and spectroscopy where experiments are more costly than simu-
lation or system information is limited. The impact reaches fields such as nondestructive
testing and medical imaging by using deep learning to couple simulation and measurement.
Coupling simulation and experiment together has exciting opportunities for the application
of deep learning to engineering and the sciences.
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1.3 Objectives and Structure
This work aims to contribute to the design of a spectral X-ray radiography system that
quantifies the elemental mass of a high-Z powder sample. The intended result would show
improved accuracy and robustness to systematic uncertainty. The study was guided by the
following objectives:
1. To develop a partial-volume correction to the analytical approach
2. To determine how well deep supervised learning predicts elemental mass from sim-
ulated spectral X-ray radiography data
3. To determine if the mass prediction improves with the additional of energy-dispersive
XRF via multi-modal fusion
4. To explore deep unsupervised learning for simulation/experiment domain translation
and transfer learning of mass quantification
This first chapter introduced the overall context of the thesis, technology intended for
international nuclear safeguards. The specific technology of interest is spectral X-ray ra-
diography using an X-ray tube source and a hyperspectral X-ray imaging detector. Spatial
resolution and absolute mass quantification limit the state-of-the-art systems. The main
contributions of the work are delineated, followed by the specific objectives that guided the
work.
The second chapter outlines the theoretical foundation of the thesis. The important
technical information is a combination of the established theory and the presentation and
critical review of the state-of-the-art. The basics of X-ray interrogation methods are first
discussed, including types of sources, X-ray interaction mechanisms, and detectors. This
is followed by a more detailed description of transmission, fluorescence, and multi-modal
methods for interrogation intended to quantify one or multiple features of a target. Next,
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specific information about X-ray detection with pixelated, spectroscopic detectors is high-
lighted, such as detection with semiconductors, detector materials, polarization in CdTe,
pixelation, and commercially available detectors. The chapter concludes the following per-
tinent aspects of deep learning: deep learning architectures, tasks, training, and evaluation.
Chapter 3 details the underlying methods and materials that are at the core of this work.
First described are the physical models used in algorithms, radiation transport calculations,
and detector response modeling. Second, the details of the Monte Carlo simulations that
are common to all chapters are listed. Finally, the experimental designs and procedures are
presented.
Chapters 4 marks the first of three chapters describing methods, results, discussion, and
conclusions of the three major topics explored in this thesis. Chapter 4 addresses the first
objective described by implementing a partial-volume correction to the algorithm presented
in [7]. It is similarly applied to uranium dioxide powder using a Gauss-Newton, reduced
Hessian optimization to fit the data to a nonlinear physics model. Chapter 5 uses deep
convolutional neural networks to predict elemental mass from spectral X-ray radiography
alone and fused with X-ray fluorescence data, addressing the second and third objectives.
Bismuth(III) oxide, gadolinium(III) oxide, and tungsten metal powders are used in place of
uranium as surrogates to facilitate future experiments because of the restriction on obtaining
uranium samples and because of its natural radioactivity. The fourth objective is explored in
Chapter 6, where simulated and experimental bismuth(III) oxide measurements are coupled
yielding two functionalities: a deep learning simulation-to-experiment response function
and deep learning model that predicts elemental mass from experimental data.
The final chapter highlights the important conclusions and lessons learned from this
thesis. The conclusions concerning each objective are first summarized. Then, the rec-
ommendations for continuing this work are discussed. Finally, this chapter enumerates




X-RAY INTERROGATION FOR MATERIAL DISCRIMINATION
The previous chapter outlined the motivation for elemental mass quantification using X-
rays in nuclear safeguards. This technique belongs to a larger family of methods that use
X-rays to probe materials at the atomic level. This chapter starts with a discussion of how
X-rays reveal information about a material. Next, we review the detection technology at the
core of this thesis: pixelated, spectral semiconductor detectors. We conclude the chapter
with a survey of relevant material discrimination methods from multiple disciplines and
application spaces. The section has a strong focus on spectral X-ray radiography.
2.1 A Brief Summary of X-ray Physics and Signatures
This section provides only a description of the relevant X-ray physics and signatures used
throughout this work. Attix [13] provides a comprehensive description of X-ray, γ-ray, and
charged particle physics.
2.1.1 X-ray Generation
X-rays are a type of ionizing radiation in the electromagnetic waves. Two different mech-
anisms are responsible for producing X-rays. The first is the deceleration of a charged
particle, e.g. bremsstrahlung and synchrotron radiation. The second is the transition of
electrons in inner atomic orbitals, e.g. fluorescence. Standard X-ray tubes exhibit both of
these phenomena, which is evident in the X-ray energy spectrum in Figure 2.1. When an
energetic electron beam strikes a metal target such as tungsten, the electrons decelerate and
produce X-rays with a continuous energy distribution. The impinging electrons also ionize
the tungsten by ejecting an orbital electron from an inner shell, leaving a vacancy. When
an outer-shell electron falls to fill this vacancy, it emits an X-ray with energy equal to the
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difference in energy levels. These X-rays are known as characteristic X-rays because each
element has unique energy levels.















Figure 2.1: The energy spectrum shows a 160 kVp X-ray beam measured with a pixelated
CdTe HEXITEC detector.
2.1.2 Types of Interaction Mechanisms
The utility of X-rays comes from how they interact with matter. We limit our discussion to
the energies and, consequently, the interaction types typically used in X-ray interrogation.
In photoelectric absorption, an incoming X-ray with energy hν encounters an atomic elec-
tron with binding energy Eb. The X-ray disappears and the electron is ejected with kinetic
energy T = hν − Eb.
Alternatively, the X-ray may scatter off an electron. Compton or incoherent scattering
results a partial energy transfer. The reduced X-ray energy hν ′ is determined by the angle
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of scatter, and the electron exits with kinetic energy T = hν − hν ′. Rayleigh or coherent
scattering results in a small change in momentum but no energy transfer. Consequently, it’s
role is usually only significant at low X-ray energies.
2.1.3 Transmission Signatures
As an X-ray passes through a material, it has some probability of interacting with an atomic
electron. The interaction probability and the likelihood of each interaction type are con-
ditionally dependent on the X-ray’s energy and the material’s atomic number. The mass
attenuation coefficient µ(E) is a value related to interaction probability through the ma-
terial. Figure 2.2 shows total µ(E) (summed over all interaction types) as a function of
X-ray energy for several elements. Generally, the absorption probability decreases as the
X-ray energy increases. At low energies, the X-rays only have sufficient energy to eject the
outer, more loosely bound electrons. The jump discontinuities in probability correspond to
the minimum required energy to eject electrons from the next lower-energy shell, i.e. the
X-ray’s energy exceeds the electron’s binding energy.
The energy-dependent features of the mass attenuation coefficients are elementally
unique and observed via X-ray transmission. We first assume a narrow-beam geometry
such that any X-ray that interacts in the material is removed from the beam. Before trans-
mission, the X-rays are described by the energy-dependent fluence rate Φ0(E). They im-
pinge on a material composed of M materials where the mth material has areal density
ρm and mass attenuation coefficient µm(E). The fluence rate after transmission Φ(E) is
modeled by





The term µ(E) : IR 7→ IRM is the energy-dependent mass attenuation coefficient vector for
the M materials, and ρ ∈ IRM is the areal density vector for the M materials. Figure 2.3
compares measurements from a 160 kVp X-ray generator from a HEXITEC CdTe detector.
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Figure 2.2: The XCOM mass attenuation coefficients of different elements the effect of
atomic number and X-ray energy [14]. The discontinuities from the electron energy shells
induce element-specific signatures in the X-ray energy distribution.
The raw beam measuring Φ0(E) is plotted with the attenuated beams (Φ(E)) from 1 mm
W and Bi2O3 targets. The discontinuities in µ(E) that are visible in Figure 2.2 create
prominent prominent spectral features in Φ(E).
X-ray radiography uses the X-ray transmission through a target to generate an image.
Conventional radiography does not incorporate spectral signatures, using only spatially
sensitive detectors. Dual-energy methods use the energy dependence either by combining
two images, one taken with a low-energy X-ray beam and one taken with high-energy [15]
or more recently by using photon counting detectors with two energy bins [10, 16]. K-edge
subtraction imaging is a related technique where the X-ray energies are selected according
to a particular element of interest [17]. Many methods using pixelated, energy-sensitive
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Figure 2.3: The transmission spectra through W and Bi2O3 are shown against the raw beam
from a 160 kVp X-ray beam and 1 mm thick targets.
detectors have also been proposed, both for planar spectral radiography [18–21] and for
spectral CT [22–25, 12, 26, 27]. CT is a technique that takes planar projections of the
target at multiple views and subsequently attempts to reconstruct it in 3D.
2.1.4 Fluorescence Signatures
As X-rays interact with the target material, they eject atomic electrons from their orbitals.
A vacancy left in an inner shell is filled when an outer shell electron drops down to this
lower energy state. The electronic transition releases energy in the form of an X-ray equal
to the difference in energy between the two states in a process called X-ray fluorescence
(XRF). Each element has a unique electron orbital structure and consequently has a unique
set of characteristic X-ray fluorescence energies. Figure 2.4 shows the signals measured
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from various target materials interrogated by a 100 kVp X-ray beam. Compared to the
transmission measurements in Figure 2.3, the XRF measurements are taken with the detec-
tor closer to the target and with the detector outside the beam. These signals are a small
fraction of the intensity of the impinging beam.



















Figure 2.4: The XRF spectra of multiple powder targets were measured out-of-beam with
an Amptek XR-100T CdTe.
For a target that is comparable to the mean-free path of an X-ray in that material, XRF
signals suffer from self-attenuation. Qualitative measurements such as identifying elements
is a standard task for an XRF system. For a quantitative task such as determining relative
concentration, target geometry and homogeneity must be considered. Sample preparation
may include dissolution or milling and pressing pellets.
Many XRF-based methods use synchrotrons as X-ray sources [28, 29] including those
using pixelated, energy-sensitive detectors to create elemental mappings of a target’s sur-
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face [26, 30–32]. Several methods have been proposed, particularly for safeguards appli-
cations, for the quantification of metals and metal oxides [33–42]. These methods have
limitations such as requiring a homogeneous target with well-known geometry or only pro-
viding surface information for large targets.
2.2 Pixelated, Spectroscopic X-ray Detectors
Some traditional X-ray detectors such as X-ray film, multi-wire proportional chambers,
and flat panel detectors measure the spatial distribution of incoming X-rays. Such detectors
are used in techniques such as X-ray radiography [43] and X-ray diffraction (XRD) [44].
Other detectors are instead designed to measure the energy distribution called spectral,
spectroscopic, energy-dispersive, or energy-sensitive detectors. They are widely used in
energy-dispersive X-ray fluorescence (EDXRF) [33], γ-ray spectroscopy [45], and neutron
activation analysis [46]. This work uses a class of detectors that are capable of measuring
both spatial and spectral distributions of incoming X-rays. Many names for these detectors
are used in the literature such as energy-dispersive and energy-resolving imaging detectors,
pixelated spectroscopic detectors, and many more variations. This section outlines many
of the important features for the selection and operation of the detector used for material
discrimination.
2.2.1 Semiconductor Diode Detectors
This information can be found in radiation detection references such as [47, 48] and quan-
tum mechanics references such as [49].
Like all radiation detectors, the first step in measuring radiation with a semiconductor
diode detector is the interaction of incoming radiation with the active detection volume.
X-rays typically interact with electrons in the material, ejecting them, so they traverse the
detector volume. This newly energetic electron ionizes the material along its path and slows
down to a final stop. The amount of charge that accumulates in the volume from ionization
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is roughly proportional to the total energy deposited by the electron; therefore, measuring
energy deposition reduces to collecting the charge for each incoming event.
The underlying crystalline structure is responsible for the unique electrical properties
of semiconductors. The lattice forms a periodic potential and results in nearly continuous,
allowed energy bands separated by forbidden energy gaps. Electrons fill these energy bands
according to the Fermi-Dirac distribution, parameterized by the Fermi level EF . When at
absolute zero, the highest-energy occupied states define the valence band, and the next
vacant energy band is the conduction band.
Electrons can be excited into the conduction band by thermal noise or ionization of the
material. In their place, they leave vacancies in the valence band called holes. The size
of the forbidden gap Eg separating the these bands indicates the ease of excitation from
the valence band to the conduction band. Semiconductors with small band gaps produce
numerous electron-hole pairs in response to a radiation event; however, they are sensitive
to thermal noise.
Semiconductors are often intentionally doped with impurities that impact the available
electron states. An impurity in the lattice that has a leftover valence electron after covalently
bonding to the neighboring atoms is a donor impurity present in n-type semiconductors.
The extra electron is more loosely-bound, which creates an energy level in the forbidden
gap near the conduction band. This proximity allows a higher concentration of electrons in
the conduction band, making them the majority carrier. An impurity with one fewer valence
electron than the surrounding atoms leaves a vacancy. The energy level of the vacancy sits
just above the valence band because of the difference in orbital energies. Electrons fill these
vacancies to satisfy the covalent bond and leave a hole in the valence band. These acceptor
impurities, therefore, increase the concentration of holes, making them the majority carrier.
Semiconductor detectors are diodes, allowing current in only one direction. Many con-
figurations of semiconductors achieve this feature. The p-n junction is a typical example
where, for example, the end of a p-type semiconductor is heavily doped with donor im-
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purities. A configuration that is relevant to this thesis is the Schottky diode, formed by a
junction of a metal and a semiconductor.
A voltage applied in the reverse direction increases the resistivity, the potential differ-
ence, and the active detection volume. When a radiation event occurs in this volume, a
burst of electron-hole pairs populates the detector. With a sufficient voltage bias, the elec-
trons travel toward the anode in the conduction band, and the holes propagate toward the
cathode in the valence band. The motion of the charge carriers induces a current until fully
collected, which is integrated by the electronics.
2.2.2 Detector Material: Si, Ge, CdTe, CZT
This section highlights four semiconductor materials used as detectors: Si, Ge, CdTe, and
CdZnTe (CZT) and provides the pros, cons, and typical uses of each.
Si
Si has a small bandgap which gives it excellent energy resolution. Due to its low atomic
number, it has the lowest photon interaction probability. Consequently, Si is more trans-
parent to γ-ray background and is typically limited to low-energy X-ray, alpha, and beta
spectroscopy. One significant limitation on Si detectors is their small size due to fabrica-
tion restrictions. While some Si detectors do not require cooling by liquid nitrogen, others
experience significant noise from leakage current without it.
Ge
Ge has an even smaller bandgap and higher atomic number than Si. They can also be grown
with high purity to larger sizes; therefore, they are typically used for γ-ray spectroscopy.
Their atomic number is much lower than other widely used γ-ray spectrometers such as
NaI. High-purity Ge detectors require liquid nitrogen cooling during operation, and lithium
drift Ge detectors must be cooled during operation and storage.
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CdTe
CdTe has a much wider bandgap than either Si or Ge. This larger bandgap results in poorer
energy resolution and lower sensitivity to thermal noise, though still higher than the best
scintillators. CdTe can consequently be operated at room temperature. The high atomic
numbers of Cd and Te provide high intrinsic efficiency but produce more significant escape
peaks. CdTe can be grown to large sizes and is useful in imaging applications. Instabil-
ity due to polarization is a well-known problem in CdTe that is caused by detrapping of
deep acceptor sites located within the bandgap [50]. Additionally, the mobility of holes is
significantly lower than the mobility of electrons in CdTe leading to visible hole-tailing of
spectral peaks [51].
CZT
CdZnTe (CZT) has similar properties as CdTe as a detector. CZT, however, is more stable
over time and does not suffer from polarization-induced degradation [52]. Higher resistivity
compared to CdTe reduces the impact of leakage current, but the increased bandgap results
in poorer energy resolution. The fabrication of CZT presents several difficulties that are
prohibitive to growing large crystals [51].
2.2.3 Polarization and Bias Refresh in CdTe
Polarization is a major limitation of CdTe detectors. Consider a mostly p-type CdTe that
has excess holes. It is attached to an anode such as In that has a high hole barrier and serves
as an electron donor. Before a bias is applied, there is an overall negative space charge due
to the electrons filling acceptor sites. After the bias is applied, the space charge changes
over time. Electrons that are excited into the conduction band are collected at the anode.
Because CdTe has issues with detrapping, electrons that fill acceptor sites near the cathode
detrap and are subsequently removed at the anode. Trapping of electrons near the anode
also occurs causing more buildup of negative space charge. The depletion region shrinks
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away from the cathode and becomes localized around the anode [53].
The effect of polarization is typically worse for longer operation times, lower bias volt-
ages, higher temperatures, and higher fluxes [54]. An alternative solution to reducing po-
larization in CdTe is called bias refreshed, proposed by Wilson et al. [52]. Seller et al.
[55] demonstrated that polarization was successfully mitigated when measuring 241Am for
6 hours by turning off the bias for 2 s every 60 s.
2.2.4 The Small Pixel Effect
The small pixel effect is used both for the pixelation of CdTe and CZT detectors, but also
to improve detector performances. This effect is governed by the Shockley-Ramo Theorem
for Induced Charged which is founded on two seminal works by Schockley [56] and Ramo
[57]. It can be demonstrated by a detector with a single, large cathode on one side and
pixelated anodes on the other. It also requires that the pixels are sufficiently smaller than the
detector thickness. A consequence of the theorem is that the induced signal is highest from
the motion of charged particles near the pixels. For pixelated anodes, nearly all the signal
results from electron motion. For detectors like CdTe and CZT with poor hole mobility
and carrier lifetimes, the small pixel effect improves spectral performance by only using
the signal indued by electrons [58].
2.2.5 Charge Sharing
One challenge of this kind of pixelated detector is charge sharing. A radiation event that
deposits energy in the detector generates a cloud of charge in the form of electrons and
holes. The cloud primarily follows along field lines but is subject to diffusion. This diffu-
sion can lead to the cloud spanning more than one pixel where each pixel measures only a
fraction of the total energy. Veale et al. [59] found that charge sharing was less prominent
with higher bias voltages and lower temperatures.
Two post-processing algorithms were presented by Veale et al. [54] to address charge
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sharing using a HEXITEC CdTe detector. The charge sharing discrimination (CSD) algo-
rithm removed events from pixels where a neighbor pixel also recorded an event. The
charge sharing addition (CSA) algorithm instead summed the neighboring pixels with
nonzero events and placed the result in the pixel with the highest measured signal. CSD had
a lower efficiency but higher energy resolution. CSA retained more events at the expense
of poorer energy resolution.
2.2.6 Hyperspectral and Multispectral X-ray Imaging
There is a recent distinction has been proposed based on how coarsely a detector measures
energy [12]. Multispectral, single photon counting, or hybrid pixel detectors have crude en-
ergy resolution but can operate at higher count rates [60–63]. These function with a readout
system that individually processes the signals from each pixel. Alternatively, hyperspectral
detectors, like the one used in this work, have finer energy resolution [64]. They are limited
by a maximum count rate lower than multispectral detectors. The readout system outputs
frames containing the total energy deposited in each pixel within a small exposure time.
2.3 Material Discrimination Methods using Spectral X-ray Radiography
The various signals discussed above reveal information about the composition of a target.
Here, we discuss the ways this information is extracted from these measurements. They
differ in the nature of the target composition, the type of information being determined, the
use of the source, the type of detector, the system geometry, e.g. planar vs. tomographic,
and the algorithm used.
2.3.1 Basis Material Decomposition
The most widely researched method is basis material decomposition in response to the poor
spectral behavior of imaging detectors. First introduced by Alvarez and Macovski [65], the
approach uses dual-energy transmission measurements to solve for the composition of a
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set of well-known basis materials. These basis materials are calibrated to the X-ray system
and used to determine quantities such as volume fraction, effective atomic number, and
effective density. These values, however, cannot be used to quantify mass. Brambilla et
al. [21] demonstrated the successful extension of this method to more materials by using
a mutlispectral detector and a Maximum Likelihood Estimation for decomposition. The
mutlispectral detector permitted a higher-Z material than was previously possible.
Recent progress has also been made in basis material decomposition using multispec-
tral detectors for CT. Both dual-energy [16] and spectral [25] CT methods have shown
promising results, although there is skepticism about their quantification accuracy. First,
assumptions about the forward projection model [19], beam hardening, and motion lead to
artifacts and accuracy. Further, the accuracy depends on proper geometry calibration which
is a challenging task still being explored [16].
One group of methods uses nonlinear least-squares to fit a physics model for material
decomposition. Gilbert et al. [18] calculated areal density maps of U, O, and Gd then
used geometric knowledge to calculate elemental mass. This work was presented in the
context of international safeguards. Alternatively, Ducros et al. [19] used nonlinear least-
squares for the material decomposition step in a material basis decomposition method using
spectral CT. The context of this method was medical imaging.
2.3.2 Machine Learning Alternatives
The last few years have seen rising interest in machine learning techniques in place of
traditional algorithmic methods. There has been much attention in material decomposition
from post-reconstruction multispectral CT images. A major challenge in these and in many
machine learning methods for physical sciences is determining the true label. This was
noted by Lu et al. [66], where both simulated data and experimental data was tested.
Their approach first used a mean-variation-median feature extractor then compared the
performance of several supervised models. Simulated data has the benefit of having labels
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but may not represent the experimental system. The experimental labels were determined
using traditional material decomposition means. This begs the question: why use machine
learning in the first place?
Jimenez [67] also presented a supervised approach, using a well-characterized geome-
try. They saw relatively poor performance, mostly limited by the size of the training set.
This way of determining the ground truth for experiment was also explored by Chen and
Li [68] who used two CNN architectures, the visual geometry group (VGG) network [69]
and the deep residual network (ResNet) [70]. They trained both on a simulation dataset
and on an experimental dataset from designed phantoms, splitting the images into smaller
image patches. A phantom is an object used in medical imaging designed for testing and
evaluation of an imaging system. They note that when using phantoms, it is difficult to
ensure diversity in the training data and propose using realistic simulation training data.
One study done by Touch et al. [71] used a neural network for spectral distortion in
spectral CT images, not for the material decomposition step. The study used simulation
to create first ideal detector measurements then the spectrally distorted versions guided by
experimental data. They trained the neural network to map the distorted versions to the ide-
alized versions. Applying this to experimental data showed improvement in the subsequent
material decomposition calculations. This work shows successful use of simulated training
data on experimental data.
2.4 Multimodal Measurements with X-rays
In the previous section, several material decomposition methods were discussed. This sec-
tion explores the use of multiple simultaneous measurements in the context of X-ray inter-
rogation.
The use of multiple sensors in X-ray measurements has been of interest recently in
many fields. Combinations include absorption-, phase-, and fluorescence-contrast mecha-
nisms in hard X-ray imaging [72]; micro X-ray fluorescence (µ-XRF), micro X-ray diffrac-
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tion (µ-XRD), and scanning transmission X-ray microscopy (STXM) computed tomogra-
phy [73]; XRD and XRF [74]. In particular interest to our work which combines XRF and
spectral X-ray radiography, Liotti et al. [31] combined XRF imaging and X-ray radiogra-
phy, and Pereira et al. [75] combined a X-ray transmission microtomography with XRF
microtomography (XRFCT).
Hybrid K-edge densitometry is a safeguards technique that uses spectral X-ray trans-
mission and XRF [34]. At reprocessing plants, HKED determines uranium concentration
(using transmission) and plutonium concentration (using XRF ratios and uranium concen-
tration) [34]. It is also used for neptunium determination among fission products [2].
One machine learning approach for multimodal fusion was explored by Rahman et al.
[76]. They fused digital images with XRF measurements of rock samples to quantify the
elemental density. Feature extraction was performed on both input measurements individ-
ually. They compared the performance of linear regression and support-vector machine





3.1.1 Beer-Lambert Law for Spectral Transmission
The Beer-Lambert law of exponential attenuation describes the passage of X-rays through
matter [13]. It is a governing principle of the physical model used for quantitative mate-
rial discrimination from X-ray transmission. A radiant flux Φ0(E) traveling through M
materials is attenuated as





where µ(E) : IR 7→ IRM is the energy-dependent mass attenuation coefficient vector, and
ρ ∈ IRM is the areal density vector for M materials in the projection on the detector face.
A component µm(E) has units cm2/g, and a component ρm has units g/cm2.The Φscatt(E)
term describes the incoming flux of scattered X-rays. The radiant flux is spatially integrated
over the face of the detector.
Assumption: The system has a narrow-beam geometry; therefore, the incoming scattering
term Φscatt(E) is negligible, and the target described by ρ in view of the detector face is
homogeneous.
This physical model has been used as the foundation for quantitative material discrimi-
nation methods. The goal is to solve for the density vector ρ which can then be used to find
the mass vectorm.
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3.1.2 Detector Response Functions
The next step in the physical model describes the detector’s response to the incoming flux.
The term Φ(E;ρ) in Equation 3.1 is the result flux due to transmission through ρ. Incorpo-
rating a detector response function is applicable beyond transmission, including the X-ray
fluorescence detector used in this work. We now consider a general, incoming X-ray flux
x(E).
We denote the energy E in Equation 3.1 of an X-ray impinging on the detector as
incoming energy. We distinguish E from the observed energy, E ′, which is the energy of
a pulse height measured in the detector due to energy deposition. The joint probability
distribution of E and E ′, r(E,E ′), is the detector response function. The observed energy





In practice, detector response functions are discretized into energy bins. For a detector
described by r(E,E ′), the probability of the qth incoming energy bin and the lth observed
energy bin is given by Equation 3.3, where Eq and El are the lower-energy bounds of bins





r(E,E ′)dEdE ′ =
∫ Eq+1
Eq
rl(E)dE = rl,q (3.3)
The components rl,q form a matrix, R ∈ IRQ×L, where Q and L are the number of
incoming and observed energy bins, respectively. For a similarly discretized incoming flux





the discretized detector response y ∈ IRL is approximated as a linear combination of the
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columns ofR by the entries of x, as in Equation 3.5.
y ≈ Rx (3.5)









x(E)dE ∀ l, q.
HEXITEC CdTe Response Function
The spectral transmission detector models a HEXITEC with a CdTe volume. The response
function was generated and experimentally validated by [77], shown in Figure 3.1. The
each pixel of the detector measures a the incoming X-ray spectrum, and this response
function represents the pixel-wise response to the incoming flux.
Amptek XR-100 CdTe Response Function
There was no available response function for an Amptek XR-100 CdTe detector. In ad-
dition to radiation transport theory, the response function generation uses a physics-based
hole-tailing model described in [78]. In a detector of total thickness L, electron trapping



















where L = 1 mm, λe = 13.2 cm, and λh = 0.8 cm. The energy collected Ecollect is from
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Figure 3.1: The pixel-wise detector response function of a HEXITEC CdTe was generated
using MCNP [77].
the energy deposited Edep as
Ecollect = Edep ∗ η(x). (3.7)
The radiation transport was performed on a simplified version of the Amptek XR-100
detector geometry, depicted in Figure 3.2. The detector volume consisted of a 5-mm × 5-
mm × 1-mm CdTe parallelepiped with a density of 5.85 g/cm3. A thin Be disk is centered
0.5 mm from the large face of the CdTe volume. The disk has a diameter of 7 mm and a
thickness of 50 µm. Source photons were uniformly sampled on the face of a 7-mm disk
located 1 mm from the center of the Be window. Each photon started with a momentum
vector perpendicular to the Be window. The energies were uniformly sampled between 0
and 160 keV.
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Figure 3.2: The geometry of the Amptek XR-100 CdTe was simplified for the simulations
for the response function generation.
An event starts with a photon with energy E. If that photon interacts in the CdTe
volume, it can eject an energetic electron. When the electron takes a step at depth x in
the detector, it deposits energy Edep, and the collected energy Ecollect is calculated using
Equation 3.7. The observed energy E ′ is the sum of the Ecollect from each step of an event.
At the end of each event, a 2D histogram is incremented with the pair (E,E ′).
The simulation yielded the energy deposition response to incoming photon energies.
The response function was then spread by a Gaussian as described in [79]. The resulting
response function is shown in Figure 3.3.
The final result is a physically motivated model of the observed energy distribution after
transmission through a target. Explicitly, the L components of y are the responses in each









































Figure 3.3: The detector response function of an Amptek XR-100 CdTe was generated
using Geant4.
3.2 Monte Carlo Simulations
3.2.1 Tools and Resources
We used Geant4 10.4 to perform all the radiation transport in this work. Geant4 was de-
veloped by CERN and uses Monte Carlo to simulate physical processes using empirical
and theoretical models [80, 81]. The computations used 15 64-core CPU nodes from the
FoRCE Research Computing Environment cluster which was provided by the Georgia In-
stitute of Technology.
The outputs of the Geant4 simulations were histograms in .root files. The ROOT pack-
age is a data analysis framework that was also developed my CERN. The Python bindings
were used to read the histograms and perform data processing steps. Python was also used
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to convert data to TFRecords to be used by a TensorFlow model.
3.2.2 Geometry Implementation and Randomization
The simulations used in this work share the similar geometries. The differences include
powder target placement, powder composition, cuvette geometry, filter thickness and the
presence of the XRF detector. Some simulations were generated to test and evaluate the
partial-volume correction to the analytical mass quantification method. The remaining
simulations were used for training, validation, and test data for the deep learning models.
Figure 3.4a illustrates a standard example. The geometry can be subdivided into three
distinct groupings: the source, the target, and the detectors. The parameters described here
were used in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6; the parameters for Chapter 4 can be found within
the chapter.
The source has both filtering and collimating components. The beam first encounters
a 1.25-cm thick W collimator that has an aperture diameter of 1 cm. This is immediately
followed by a 2- or 3-cm Al filter and a second 1.25 cm W collimator with a smaller
aperture diameter of 2 mm. The source is distanced 205 cm from the transmission detector
face. This design reduces the contribution from scattered X-rays at the detector, and the
source X-rays are approximately parallel. Under these conditions, the assumptions on the
physics model are more valid.
The distance of the target face to the detector face was 57 cm for Chapter 5 and Chap-
ter 6 but differs in Chapter 4; however, they are all confined within the projection onto the
transmission detector. The target is a acrylic cuvette containing a small, 1-mm thick volume
filled with powder. The powder volume is voxelized into a grid of 100-µm × 100-µm × 1-
mm voxels where the material in each voxel is randomly sampled from a distribution. This
sampling scheme is described in Appendix C. This voxelization is finer than the spatial
resolution of the pixelated detector.





Figure 3.4: The overall simulation geometry is depicted in a) and the target powder and
XRF detector geometries are highlighted in b). Geometric random sampling is used on the
placement of the target powder in five dimensions, shown in c), ∆x, ∆y, ∆z, ∆r1, and
∆r2.
ometry are randomly sampled. The values are limited such that the powder remains in view
of the imaging detector and the maximum rotation is wider than observed in experiment,
visualized in Figure 3.4c. Three translational and two rotational dimensions are randomly
sampled at the start of each of these simulations. These randomizations were designed
to cover a wide range of experimental uncertainties. The purpose of this dataset was to
train a deep learning model to perform quantitative material discrimination with geometric
uncertainty which would relax the operational requirements of the system.
In some cases, the target was filled with a single powder compound such as UO2, Bi2O3,
or W. In other cases, the target may be a mixture of multiple powders. The total bulk density
dmixed of the mixed powder is calculated in Equation 3.9 from the mass fractions fi and the
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The transmission detector collects the flux 205 cm from the source after it the particles
have traversed the geometry. The sensitive area is 2 cm × 2 cm with 6400 pixels that
are 250 µm × 250 µm, the dimensions of a HEXITEC detector [64]. The XRF detector
in the simulation collects the flux incident on a 7-mm diameter disk representing the Be
window of the detector. It is located 3 cm to the left and 3 cm toward the source from
the target center. The radiation interactions inside the detectors were not modeled in these
simulations. Instead, they tallied flux distributions which were transformed as described in
Subsection 3.1.2. Simplifying the detectors in this way is an efficient use of computational
resources.
3.2.3 Generating Spectral Radiography and X-ray Fluorescence Data
A point source generated two particle types simultaneously: X-rays and geantinos. The
geantino is a fictional particle type created for Geant4 simulations. They do not interact
with the materials but they are transported through the geometry, making them useful for
gathering information about the simulation. All particles in the simulation were emitted
in the direction of the target within a small solid angle. An additional software package,
SpekCalc, was used to generate the X-ray source’s energy distribution that matched a 160
kV Comet XRS-160 X-ray source, Φ0(E) [82], shown in Figure 3.5. The X-ray energies
were sampled from this distribution at the start of each event.
The X-rays proceed with a traditional Monte Carlo simulation, traversing the simula-
tion’s world by randomly sampling from interaction probabilities. The geantinos traverse
the geometry without interaction. As a geantino steps through each volume along its path,
it accumulates the pathlength of each material it encounters.
The transmission detector is only sensitive to the geantinos. When a geantino hits a
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Figure 3.5: The source distribution Φ0(E) used in simulations was generated using
SpekCalc.
pixel, the X-ray energy spectrum Φ(E;ρ) is calculated with Equation 3.1 using the accu-
mulated areal densities, ρ, and the source distribution. The final spectrum of a pixel is the
average over the spectra resulting from all the incident geantinos. A pixel’s total intensity
is kept proportional to the number of geantino hits. This approach is spatially stochastic
and spectrally deterministic and reduces the number of required source particles from >
1011 to 107.
The XRF detector is sensitive only to incoming X-rays which generally result from X-
ray fluorescence or scatter. The source X-rays are used to generate the emissions within
the sample that are measured by this detector. These detection events are relatively low
probability, so we used 109 source X-rays per simulation.
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3.2.4 Extracting Pixel-Wise Elemental Mass
An important feature of a simulated environment is perfect system knowledge. The elemen-
tal masses projected onto each pixel were used for both testing the material discrimination
methods and training deep learning models. The randomized geometry and finely voxelized
powder target made it difficult to determine the pixel-wise, elemental masses. In addition
to the spectral transmission, the geantinos were used to determine these masses.
The projected mass on a pixel k is the total mass within the pyramid whose base is
the pixel area and apex is the source origin. We first define ŷ as the vector pointing from
the source to the center of the detector face. The momentum geantino traveling toward
the detector is primarily in the ŷ direction. A step within a uniform material volume has a
starting point ypre and ending point ypost in the ŷ direction. The volume within the pyramid
bounded by ypre and ypost is temporarily assumed to be filled with the same density. Using
the material’s density d, the pixel width w = 250 µm, the source-to-detector distance
h = 205 cm, we approximate the elemental mass for element i with weight percent (wt%)i
as










The mi values for an element are summed along the entire path of the geantino and accu-
mulated for each pixel such that each geantino estimates the total elemental masses viewed
by a pixel. The final mass is the average of these estimates.
3.3 Experimental Materials and Methods
3.3.1 Equipment and Materials
The experimental setup consisted of three components: the X-ray source, powder targets,
and the detector. The source was a 160 kV Comet XRS-160 X-ray generator. The detector
was a HEXITEC pixelated, spectroscopic X-ray detector with a 1-mm CdTe detection vol-
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ume. The targets were powder volumes that were sealed in 3D printed cuvettes. We used
used Bi2O3 in the experiments. The cuvettes were 3D printed using a Monoprice MP Mini
SLA LCD High Resolution Resin 3D Printer. The printer used MP Rapid UV 3D Printer
Resin, an ultraviolet curing epoxy.
All powder material was used as received. The bismuth(III) oxide MicroPowder (Bi2O3,
99.9% trace metal basis, 1.05 g/cm3 bulk density) was obtained from US Research Nano-
materials, Inc.
3.3.2 3D Printing Cuvettes
The 3D printed cuvette design comprised a base component and a lid component. A 3D
model was first designed using Blender, depicted in Figure 3.6. The base had a well for
powder that is 1 cm × 1 cm × 1 mm, and the lid is designed to fit over the well once filled.
The lid required 0.25 mm margins to comfortably fit over the base.
Figure 3.6: The cuvette consisted of two 3D printed pieces. The base (left) features a well
for powder. The lid (right), combined with Kapton tape and UV resin, sealed the powder
volume.
Using ChiTuBox, the supports and bases necessary for the 3D printing process were
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generated for the design. The supports are essential to a successful resin 3D print by se-
curing the print to the build plate and securing areas prone to deformation. A single print
contained multiple bases and lids with added supports. The result was then sliced into a
file made up of printable layers and printing instructions.
The printer exposed 50 µm slices at a time to a 405 nm UV light to be cured. The
print cross sections were formed by masking the UV source with an LCD screen. The
first 3 layers were exposed for 30 s each to ensure adhesion to the build plate. Subsequent
layers were cured for 8 s each. After each exposure, the cured layer was pulled away from
the bottom of the vat to make room for the next layer. Debris from previous print jobs,
insufficient supports, isopropynol-contaminated resin, and cold resin were leading causes
of failed prints.
After printing, the prints were cleaned with isopropyl alcohol and water. We then cured
the prints under a UV lamp for another 30 min. Once hardened and no longer tacky, the
supports were cut away, leaving large imperfections. Additional surface imperfections in
the form of small, parallel ridges are caused by the discrete layers and limited precision.
While these artifacts have negligible impact on the X-ray signatures, rough surfaces in-
terfere during sample preparation. The thicknesses were marginally increased to permit
sufficient sanding. The dimensions of the base and lid including all margins used during
printing are detailed in Figure 3.7 and Figure 3.8, respectively.
Once the supports were removed, the the faces were sanded down to the target thick-
nesses: 2 mm for the base and 1 mm for the lid. A micrometer was used to measure thick-
ness. The sanding was done in four stages, starting with 220 grit sand paper and increasing
to 3000 grit. The faces were then smooth enough to easily clean off excess powder.
3.3.3 Powder Sample Preparation
Each cuvette was filled with Bi2O3 and sealed with the following procedure. First, the base












Figure 3.7: The dimensions of the base of the cuvette that were used by the printer had a
thickness margin to accommodate sanding. All values are reported in cm.
into the well of the base using a spatula. Once full, the powder was leveled with a straight
edge and the excess powder was cleaned from the cuvette, Figure 3.9. Next, the piece of
Kapton tape was placed over the powder volume and weighed again, Figure 3.10. Next, a
small amount of UV curing epoxy was brushed into the inside of the lid which was then
pressed over the Kapton tape. The sample was then cured under a UV lamp for at least 24
hours, Figure 3.11.
3.3.4 Procedure for Experimental Spectral Radiography of Powders
The spectral radiography measurements shared a system geometry with the simulations
described in Subsection 3.2.2. The source and detector were mounted and aligned using
a laser level, Figure 3.12. The pinhole 2-mm W collimator was then aligned using the X-
ray source and HEXITEC radiographs. The collimator was horizontally translated in one










Figure 3.8: The lid of the cuvette had geometric margins to fit over the base and a small
thickness margin to accommodate sanding. All values are reported in cm.
Figure 3.9: The cuvette is filled with powder (Bi2O3 shown here) which is pressed and
leveled off.
and the centered position was taken as the average. The vertical alignment was performed
in the same way.
The X-ray generator was operated at 160 kVp and 40 µA with a 0.4-mm focal spot.
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Figure 3.10: Kapton tape is placed over the powder volume as an initial seal. It prevents
powder from spilling during the second weighing and provides a barrier between the pow-
der and epoxy.
Figure 3.11: A finished sample has been sealed with UV curing epoxy to prevent powder
leakage.
The HEXITEC detector was biased to -500 V and output frames at 8 kHz. Bias refresh was
used to mitigate the polarization due to space charge buildup in CdTe [52]. In bias refresh,
the bias is turned on and acquires data for a set duration tacq, turned off for a duration toff,
turned on without acquiring for a duration tholdoff, and then acquisition recommences.
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Figure 3.12: The source and W pinhole collimator (bottom left) are aligned with the de-
tector (top right) in two steps: approximate alignment with laser level and finding pinhole
center with X-ray source and detector.
The powder samples were held by a mount fixed to the optical table 57 cm from the
detector face. A laser level first was aligned with the centers of the detector and source. The
cuvette was then placed in the mount, approximately centered with the level, Figure 3.13.
An initial X-ray image was taken to ensure the powder volume was fully viewed by the
detector.
The acquisitions had live times of 10 min resulting in ≈ 61.6 GB of data in the form
of frames. The flatfield was measured on multiple days at various times of the day. Each
sample was measured up to 6 times, and the sample placement direction was alternated.
3.3.5 Parsing Experimental Data
The data files from a HEXITEC acquisition are large binary files made of linearized frames.
There are 6400 pixels per frame, and each pixel has a 2 byte value representing the size of
the charge pulse measured in that pixel during that frame. In order to read, process, and
reformat the data into histograms, we used C++ over Python for its speed.
The reading was optimized by implementing a producer-consumer model for thread
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Figure 3.13: The cuvette centered was done using a laser level aligned with the source and
detector.
management. The producer thread read in binary frames as arrays of integers then added
each frame to a queue. Only one reader was used because the hard drive reads fastest
sequentially without jumping around in the file. Additionally, all the data was stored on an
external hard drive.
A consumer thread was responsible for parsing the frames. It started by retrieving a
frame from the queue or waiting when empty. The first processing step was to apply the
CSD discussed in [54] to correct for charge sharing. Charge sharing occurs in small pixel
detectors when the induced charge cloud diffuses and is measured by adjacent pixels [83].
After CSD removes events from the frame, the remaining values are calibrated using the
pixel-wise energy calibration presented in [77]. A 3D histogram is used to accumulate the
resulting calibrated frame data above 5 keV. The histogram has dimensions 80 × 80 × 600
such that the 600 energy bins range from 0 to 170 keV. Saving the data in this way reduces
the 61.6 GB file to around 6 MB, a factor of 104.
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3.3.6 Flatfield Acquisition and Scaling
The flatfield measurement is the detector’s response to the beam in the absence of a tar-
get. The analysis of attenuation inspects the spectral change relative to the flatfield. In
the pixelated HEXITEC detector, the flatfield is useful in normalizing pixel-to-pixel vari-
ations in efficiency. These variations are visible in the energy-integrated flatfield images
in Figure 3.14. The majority of pixel efficiencies appeared to vary about some mean ef-
ficiency; in contrast, the images contained a small number of dead pixels with few to no
counts, likely due to a poor bump bond. The pixels with a number of counts higher than
the majority of pixels were located next to dead pixels and along some edges. The elevated
counts were artifacts from the CSD algorithm (Subsection 2.2.5) which attempted to re-
move charge-sharing events. Fewer counts were removed in these pixels because they were
not surrounded on all sides by functioning pixels.
















Figure 3.14: Energy-integrated images of the five 10-min flatfield measurements. While
the images share spatial features and artifacts, the total number of counts is inconsistent
across measurements.
The total count rate also fluctuated. For the same 10-min acquisition time, the variations
in count rates were observed across different days and different times within the same day.
Other variations were caused by different bias refresh settings and dropped frames during
acquisition. Figure 3.15 shows the number of counts per frame over 10 min from five
flatfield measurements. The CSD correction was applied to all measurements. The baseline
count rate for each measurement varied. For example, one end-of-the-day measurement
(orange) was significantly lower than the others. The blue line does not contain the same
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total number of frames, indicating a block of frames was dropped. The purple line has
spikes because it was measured with a shorter bias holdoff time. Before CSD, this purple
acquisition had fewer counts per frame than most others and subsequently had the lowest
CSD removal fraction. A lower removal fraction suggests less charge sharing and detector
polarization [84].
Figure 3.15: The total counts per frame of the five 10-min flatfield measurements show
different behavior. The measurement at the end of the day (orange) showed the lowest
efficiency. The measurement with jumps in count rate (purple) had a shorter bias holdoff
time.
The variations in spectral response were also considered. The spectra summed over all
pixels for each measurement are shown on the left in Figure 3.16. The spectral differences
can be partially explained by the difference in total efficiency which can be corrected by
normalization. Polarization in the detector can also cause spectral differences because it
reduces the electric potential and shrinks the depleted region [53]. Higher energy events
result in larger charge clouds in the detector. In the case of a lower electric potential, these
larger clouds are more likely to result in charge sharing as they diffuse laterally to nearby
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pixels. The CSD algorithm removes events occurring in adjacent pixels within the same
frame leading to fewer counts at higher energies. By restricting the spectra to > 50 keV,
we determined the normalized spectral, shown on the right in Figure 3.16, were consistent
with each other.






































10 min 11/18/2019 beginning
10 min 11/18/2019 end
10 min 11/20/2019 beginning
10 min 11/22/2019 beginning
10 min 12/17/2019 middle
Figure 3.16: The spectra summed over all pixels (left) from five 10-min flatfield measure-
ments show differences in intensity and distribution. After truncating energies at 50 keV
then normalizing to number of counts (right), the spectra align with each other.
A total of five 10-min flatfield measurements were acquired on multiple days either at
the start, in the middle, or at the end of an all-day series of 10-min powder measurements.
We combined these five measurements to form a flatfield distribution with higher confi-
dence. This combined flatfield was used to analyze attenuation across all measurements
with targets. The target measurements also suffered from the same variations as the flat-
field measurements; therefore, a scaled flatfield was determined and used for each target
measurement, outlined in the following steps:
1. Acquire five 10-min flatfield measurements across different days and times.
2. Truncate spectra to only include energies > 50 keV.
3. Sum measurements and normalize by total number of counts.
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4. For each target measurement:
(a) Manually select a bounding box on energy-integrated image around the target
area, ensuring to exclude any pixels in view of the target, shown in Figure 3.17
(b) Sum over all pixels outside bounding box boundaries for target measurement
(si) and truncated, normalized flatfield measurement (s0).
(c) Calculate flatfield scale factor fi = si/s0.
Figure 3.17: Selection of bounding box to exclude target area from flatfield scaling calcu-
lation.
The truncated, normalized flatfield was scaled by fi for the ith target measurement. This
procedure has important underlying assumptions, listed below.
Assumption: Flatfield measurements share a data-generating probability distribution
within the spectral region of interest.
Assumption: Flatfield and target measurements share an intrinsic pixel-by-pixel detector
response.
Assumption: The scattering response and the attenuation through the cuvette are negligible




A PARTIAL-VOLUME CORRECTION FOR QUANTITATIVE SPECTRAL
X-RAY RADIOGRAPHY
4.1 Introduction
Recent years have brought large strides in the development of advanced x-ray detectors
[64, 32, 86, 87]. These detectors combine the utilities found across previously distinct
technologies, i.e. energy spectroscopy, spatial imaging, and room-temperature operation.
With this progress, nondestructive interrogation systems have been developed to utilize the
newly available tools to solve challenging problems. Material discrimination is one such
task where the goal is to identify or to quantify the materials present in a target.
Spectral x-ray radiography is a material discrimination technique using this technology
with potential use in many applications, including international safeguards, medical imag-
ing, and national security. An array of pixels measure the spectral transmission of an x-ray
beam through a target material. The additional information about the x-ray energies can
be used to discriminate materials or even quantify the amount of each. When the target
contains metals or high-Z materials, artifacts can appear in the measurements. A pixel that
is only partially covered by a highly attenuating target averages this sharp change in in-
tensity across its face. The measurement is the average response across the pixel, causing
partial-volume averaging.
For applications using spectral radiography for quantitative material discrimination, the
error introduced by partial-volume averaging is problematic. The error is more prominent
in pixelated spectral detectors because the spatial resolution is typically worse than their
c©2020 IEEE. Reprinted, with permission, from Gillis et al. [85].
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charge-integrating counterparts. Most existing work focuses on corrections to traditional
computed tomography (CT) reconstruction [88, 89, 9, 90]. The algorithms for spectral
x-ray imaging are still emerging, and there is a need for addressing the planar, spectral
radiography case.
We previously presented a quantitative material discrimination algorithm using non-
linear least-squares [7, 91, 18]. Other methods for material discrimination utilizing spec-
tral imaging include basis material decomposition for materials with low atomic number
[21], estimating attenuation profiles with linear combinations of the Legendre polynomials
[92], and determining the effective atomic number of a target using a quasi-monoenergetic
source [93, 94]. Many other nondestructive testing methods using the detectors have been
presented [11, 95–100, 24].
These methods, however, do not address the partial-volume averaging effect. The effect
has most prominently been investigated in non-spectral CT methods and positron-emission
tomography (PET) [9, 90]. One such method estimated a pixel-wise partial-volume fraction
after reconstruction by using material assumptions [88, 89]. Others exploited the additional
information from multiple projections, such as the subsampling techniques [101, 102]. The
exploitation of spectral features is not a clear extension from these CT applications.
This work modeled a system that employs a HEXITEC CdTe detector for hyperspectral
x-ray imaging. Egan et al. [12] distinguished two classes of pixelated spectral detectors
based on the readout and consequently the spectroscopic capabilities. Multispectral detec-
tors measure single photons as they interact in each pixel. They are typically limited to
5–10 spectral bands and can operate at higher count rates [60–63]. Alternatively, hyper-
spectral detectors are capable of hundreds of spectral bands and superior energy resolution,
but the frame-based readout system limits the maximum count rate [64].
The main purpose of this study was to develop a partial-volume correction to our pla-
nar, spectral radiography technique for quantitative material discrimination. The work was
guided by the following research objectives:
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• To update the physics model from the existing algorithm [7] to account for partial-
volume effects.
• To implement the necessary changes in the optimization for the new physics model,
including stabilization.
• To compare the updated algorithm to the original algorithm on uranium and oxygen
mass prediction from UO2 samples.
In this work, we first discuss the original implementation of the mass quantification
algorithm [7]. We then argue the need for a partial-volume correction and how the physics
model is updated to account for this effect. We detail the adaption of the algorithm and
present the stabilization techniques used. To test the algorithm’s performance, we show
the performance on uranium and oxygen mass predictions on UO2 powders simulated in
Geant4. The simulation study provides perfect system knowledge which allows us to isolate
the bias due to the physical model used in the algorithms.
4.2 Methods
Our previous work starts with the Beer-Lambert law, the physical basis for traditional ma-
terial discrimination and material reconstruction [7]. The radiant flux Φ0,k(E) traveling
through M materials toward pixel k is attenuated as





where µ(E) : IR 7→ IRM is the energy-dependent mass attenuation coefficient vector, and
ρk ∈ IRM is the areal density vector for M materials in the projection on pixel k. A
component µm(E) has units cm2/g, and a component ρm,k has units g/cm2. The goal of
quantitative material discrimination is to solve for the areal density vector ρk and mass
vectormk for each pixel.
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A pixel’s detector response function rk(E,E ′) gives the probability of observing energy
E ′ for an incoming photon with energy E [77]. Discretizing the response function over
observed energy into L bins gives the response sk(E) : IR 7→ IRL. The lth component of






where El is the lower-bounding energy of bin l and ∆El is the bin width. The spectral
image is collapsed to form sk(E) with L = 5 energy bins El ∈ {58, 66, 78, 98, 116, 142}
in keV. The energies below 58 keV have little transmission signal and primarily result from
scatter.





The kth pixel to is described by its row i and column j with response in L energy bins,
di,j(ρi,j) ∈ IRL. The responses of all the pixels andL energy bins form a three-dimensional
tensor which is vectorized into d(ρ) ∈ IRN , where N = 80 · 80 · 5 = 32000. The term
ρ ∈ IR12800 is a similarly vectorized tensor of areal densities of all pixels and of all M = 2
materials.
The ρ is determined via least-squares such that d(ρ) best approximates the observed










where n is the iteration index.
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The task of the algorithm is
minF (ρ) subject to c(ρ) ≥ 0. (4.5)
The components of c are the functions defining the constraints. A nonnegativity constraint
on ρ is used, given by c(ρ) = ρ ≥ 0.








where w is the pixel width, t is the target thickness, a is the target-to-detector distance, and
h is the source-to-detector distance. This vector is the mass prediction for each material in
each pixel.
4.2.1 Partial-Volume Effect
The physical model in Equation 4.1 has the built-in assumption that the flux passing through
a material is uniform across the projected pixel area. This assumption is only valid for small
variation in areal density.
Consider a simple case where a single pixel views a material with mass attenuation
coefficient µ. A fraction (1 − f) of the flux in the projected area is attenuated by areal
density ρ1, and the remaining fraction f is attenuated by the same material of a different
areal density ρ2, where f ∈ [0, 1]. The true, total areal density ρtrue used to determine the
mass is
ρtrue = (1− f)ρ1 + fρ2. (4.7)
The total flux Φobs observed by the pixel is the linear combination of the attenuation
from each areal density. This is given by
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Φobs =(1− f)Φ0 exp (−µρ1)+
fΦ0 exp (−µρ2),
(4.8)
where Φ0 is the unattenuated flux. The algorithm attempts to find some effective areal
density ρeff that satisfies
Φobs = Φ0 exp (−µρeff). (4.9)
Theorem 1. For some ρeff used to estimate Φobs in Equation 4.9 where Φobs is given by
Equation 4.8, ρtrue ≥ ρeff.
The proof for this theorem can be found in Appendix A.
A special case of this theorem occurs at the boundary of the target where ρ1 = 0. This
idea is illustrated in Figure 4.1. When ρ1 = 0, we consider the beam unattenuated in that
area because no attenuation occurs without target material.
When using the model in Equation 4.1, ρeff is limited to estimating a uniform density
in each pixel resulting in error where there are sharp density gradients. In this work, we
propose an updated physical model that accounts for the partial-volume effect where the
beam is partially attenuated by target material and partially unattenuated.
4.2.2 Updating the Physics Model
We have updated the physics model with an additional fraction parameter fk. This new
parameter represents the fraction of the area of pixel k that sees flux attenuated by ρk such
that the remaining fraction (1− fk) sees an unattenuated flux. This updated physics model
is
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Figure 4.1: Partial-volume attenuation in a pixel occurs when a fraction f of the area
viewed by a pixel is sample and the remaining fraction (1− f) is unattenuated. This visual
representation shows a pixel viewing the edge of the sample volume. The cross-sectional
area of the portion of the sample in view of the pixel is fA where A is the total area in view
of the pixel.







We make a physical argument that the fraction fk must be constrained to 0 ≤ fk ≤
1. The original algorithm [7] performs a gradient projection step, then a Gauss-Newton
step with a reduced Hessian. Both steps are subject to a nonnegativity constraint on ρ
as described in [103, p. 157-161]. The new variable fk requires this same nonnegativity
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constraint with an additional upper bound constraint at fk ≤ 1. We define the fraction as
fk(xk; ε), a function of a variable xk with a scaling parameter ε. Different functional forms,
e.g. linear and exponential, and scaling values were explored for stability and performance.
The fk and corresponding xk values in all pixels comprise the vectors f and x. The task of











 ≥ 0. (4.11)
The new parameters x are now concatenated to the areal density vector ρ. To allow for
flexibility, such as imposing multiple constraints on a variable, the nonnegativity constraint











 ≥ 0. (4.12)
4.2.3 Adapting the Algorithm
The first step of the algorithm is a gradient projection updated using methods described in
[104]. To achieve the nonnegativity constraint in this stage, a step vector p is calculated as
the negative gradient
p = −∇F (ρ) = −JTr, (4.13)
where r is the normed residual from Equation 4.4, and J is the Jacobian of r. Then p





0 ρi = 0 and pi > 0
pi otherwise.
(4.14)
This step is scaled by an update parameter γ(n)GP and used to update ρ in iteration n. The
update parameter is determined from a projected line search such that
γ
(n)









where the ith component of projection P (ρ) is
[P (ρ)]i =

ρi ρi ≥ 0
0 ρi < 0.
(4.16)
Extending this idea to the updated model with new inequality constraints, c ([ ρx ]) ≥ 0,
we first identify the active set of constraints. This set comprises the constraints where the
equality holds, active setA ([ ρx ]) = {i | ci([ ρx ]) = 0}. We then apply an equality constraint
on this set.
For the gradient projection step, the step p satisfies ∇ci([ ρx ])Tp + ci([ ρx ]) = 0. We
define the Jacobian of the active constraints AT = [∇ci([ ρx ])]i∈A([ ρx ]). The step in the













The new projection matrix P = I − AT (AAT )−1A is also used in the projected line
search for γ(n)GP as in Equation 4.15. It is the orthogonal projector onto the null space ofA.
The second stage of the original algorithm [7] is a Gauss-Newton step with a reduced
Hessian, referenced from [103, p. 157-161]. This starts with calculating gradient g, similar
to Equation 4.13 where
g = ∇F (ρ), (4.18)
and the Hessian matrixH from the Jacobian using the Gauss-Newton approximation
H ≈ JTJ . (4.19)
As described in [103, p. 158-159], a nonnegativity constraint is applied by first finding
the active set A(ρ) = {i | ρi = 0}. Using the matrices DA whose diagonals are 1 for
index i ∈ A and 0 otherwise and DI = I −DA, the reduced Hessian and gradient are
HR = DIHDI +DA and gR = DIg, respectively. The step vector is then calculated as
p = −HR−1gR. (4.20)
Recall that this is a special case of c(ρ) ≥ 0 when c(ρ) = ρ. To extend the algorithm’s
capability, we consider the more general approach from [105, p. 457 - 459] to inequality
constraints by again calculating the Jacobian of the active constraintsA. For matrix Y that
spans the range ofA and matrix Z that spans the null space ofA, a step is broken into
p = Y pY +ZpZ . (4.21)
The components pY and pZ are determined by solving
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(AY )pY = −c
(ZTHZ)pZ = −ZTg,
(4.22)
where ZTHZ = HR is the reduced Hessian and ZTg = gR is the reduced gradient. The
update from the Gauss-Newton stage is then determined as before in Equation 4.15 with a
line search for γ(n)GN .
Finally, the previous algorithm iterations terminated when the Gauss-Newton step size
fell below a certain size. The termination condition is replaced by first calculating a mass







This vector is the mass prediction for each material in each pixel. The algorithm stops
when ‖∆m‖ ≤ 10−6 where ∆m = m(n−1) −m(n) is the difference in mass vectors from
the previous iteration to the current.
4.2.4 Functional Forms of f
The choice of f affects the stability and performance of the optimization. As mentioned, it
can be used to naturally constrain its range to [0, 1]. Additionally, the behavior of f and its
derivative both near and far from the solution determine its feasibility.
We explore a number of these functional forms for different reasons. These are the
monomials εx, εx2, and εx3 and the exponentials eεx and σ(εx). The sigmoid function
σ(εx) asymptotically approaches 0 as x→ −∞ and approaches 1 as x→∞. These forms
are of interest because of well-behaved derivatives, computational expense, similarity to the
cost function’s dependence on ρ, and/or the natural bounds of the function’s range. Much




















Forcing these derivatives to have the same sign ensures that the Hessian in Equation 4.19
stays positive definite.
4.2.5 Stabilization
The step calculation in the Gauss-Newton stage in Equation 4.22 causes instability after the
update. This arises because the reduced Hessian is ill-conditioned as it approaches the so-
lution, primarily due to pixels measuring unattenuated flux. Recalling from Equation 4.19
that the Hessian is calculated from the Jacobian, the derivatives of Φ from Equation 4.24
determine the behavior of H . As f → 0, so does ∂Φ
∂ρ
, and as ρ → 0, ∂Φ
∂x
also approaches
0. The steps must be larger and larger to make up for the diminishing Hessian in Equa-
tion 4.22.
Fraction and areal density are, in a sense, competing towards zero in unattenuated pix-
els. When the fraction gets very small, the areal density step becomes large in the Gauss-
Newton stage due to the small values in the Hessian. Without an upper bound, ρ can have
chaotic behavior and only converges with proper hyperparameters and initial conditions.
We explore four techniques to achieve stability with this algorithm.
1. Setting ρk = 0 when fk = 0 and setting fk = 0 when ρk = 0 in pixel k
2. Imposing a minimum fraction value greater than 0 in each pixel such that fmin ≤
f ≤ 1, similar to the ε-active set in [103, p. 159]
3. Setting a gradient threshold gth such that gk = 0 when |gk| < gth and placing ρk, fk
of that pixel into the active set
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4. Choosing fraction functional form f(x; ε) and adjusting ε values
4.2.6 Geant4 Simulations
The full Monte Carlo method simulates x-rays in Geant4 [80, 81]. The geometry was
designed so that the assumptions in Equation 4.1 are valid, namely negligible scattering
contribution and a parallel beam. The x-rays are emitted in a 0.5◦ cone with a 160 kVp
energy distribution from SpekCalc [82]. The beam immediately enters a 2 cm thick Al
filter to reduce the low-energy flux. A harder energy spectrum is advantageous for probing
K-edges. The filter is followed by a 1.25 cm thick W collimator with a 2 mm diameter
aperture to remove scattered photons. A layer of lead bricks surrounding the collimated
beam provide additional shielding.
The UO2 target is encased in an acrylic cuvette 197 cm downstream from the source.
This distance and collimation ensure a nearly parallel beam during transmission. The
12 mm× 10 mm× 1 mm target volume (t = 1 mm) has 100× 120 voxels, and portion of
the voxels at the top are left empty to reflect a partially filled cuvette. The density in each
remaining voxel is sampled from a normal distribution, resampling if less than 0.1 g/cm3.
The mean and variance are sampled at the start of the simulation, i.e. µd = 2 g/cm3 and
σd
2 ∼ U(4 ∗ 10−3, 4 ∗ 10−2) (g/cm3)2. Examples of energy-integrated spectral radiographs
are show in Figure 4.2.
The imaging plane is h = 205 cm from the source and comprises an 80 × 80 grid of
w = 250 µm CdTe pixels. The detector has an Al casing with a square opening to the active
detection volume. The upstream scattering was mitigated via collimation and shielding, but
scatter occurs in the cuvette, target, and detector housing which is addressed with a 58 keV
energy threshold.
The full simulation using x-rays is computationally expensive. Filling the 6400 energy
histograms, each with 160 channels, requires a minimum of 1011 source particles. We pro-
















































Figure 4.2: The spectral radiographs are generated in the Monte Carlo physics code Geant4.
Uranium dioxide powder samples fill acrylic cuvettes up to a random quadratic curve to
estimate the irregularity of fill-line. The upper edge accounts for a large portion of the
pixels with significant partial attenuation, along with the sample edges. Density variation
throughout the powder is achieved through voxelization that is finer than the detector’s spa-
tial resolution. These images are energy-integrated spectral radiographs from the Geant4
simulations for visualization.
to MCNP radiography tallies. As a geantino traverse the geometry, it stores material infor-
mation from its trajectory. When it encounters the imaging plane, the source distribution
is transformed using Equation 4.1. Each pixel’s response is the average from all geantinos
incident on that pixel. The ground truth, elemental mass viewed by each pixel is simultane-
ously determined. Scaling the output and adding Poisson noise matches the spectral image
to the full simulation.
We compared the full and modified simulations to validate the modified approach which
does not account for scattered flux. We simulated Φ0 with an empty cuvette and Φ with a
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UO2 target with uniform density. We considered the energy bins described in Section 4.2.
The full simulation of Φ0 and Φ respectively showed an excess of 3.70% and 3.52% in
energies below 58 keV, 1.43% and 1.49% in 58 keV – 66 keV, and < 1% in higher energy
bins. We investigated the significance of this discrepancy by testing the algorithms on both
simulation types.
4.3 Results and Discussion
We first compared both algorithms using a single, modified simulation to demonstrate
pixel-level performance. The heat maps in Figure 4.3 show the pixel-wise ∆mU = mU −
mU,T values where mU,T is the pixel’s true projected uranium mass and mU is the calcu-
lated uranium mass. In the original algorithm [7], the error was dominated by pixels at the
material boundary and was reduced by an order of magnitude with the updated algorithm.
The true and calculated masses are also shown in scatter plots to qualitatively compare dis-
tributions. The original algorithm (orange) showed a clear departure from the line of unity
at mid-range masses which was absent in the updated algorithm (green). The large negative
bias along the boundary is an artifact of partial-volume effect as described in Theorem 1
for the special case of ρ1 = 0. Theorem 1 also explains the negative bias in the rest of
the sample where ρ1 6= 0. Neither algorithm addresses this bias, but this error is minimal
compared to the effect along the boundary. The updated algorithm used f(x) = 100x2 and
a gradient threshold of 10−9 for stabilization.
The update to the algorithm had an even more dramatic shift on the oxygen mass pre-
dictions. The heat map from the original algorithm [7] in Figure 4.4 (upper) shows that
the oxygen was overestimated in excess of 200 µg along the edges of the material. After
the update, the edge values of ∆mO dropped by two orders of magnitude, shown in the
lower heat map in Figure 4.4. The scatter plots from the original (orange) and updated
(green) algorithms indicate larger deviations from unity on oxygen mass than on uranium



















































































Figure 4.3: The pixel-wise uranium-calculation performances of a single simulation are
shown from the original (top row) and updated (bottom row) algorithms. The left column
shows images with the difference from ground truth in each pixel (note the difference in
scales). Red pixels are overestimated, and blue pixels are underestimated. The right column
contains scatter plots of the true mass against the calculated mass in each pixel. The dashed
line of unity represents where there is zero error. The original algorithm (orange) tends to
underestimate the mass which becomes much less significant with the updated algorithm
(green).
spectral features like the k-edge in uranium, the uranium prediction was typically domi-
nant and first to converge. The algorithm then used oxygen to finely tune the fit causing its
overestimation.
Across 100 unique, modified simulations, the original algorithm [7] had an average
relative error of 1.4% with a standard deviation of 0.20% on the total uranium mass and
an average relative error of 122.2% with a standard deviation of 16.1% on the total oxygen
mass. Using the updated algorithm with the same parameters mentioned above, it gave an
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Figure 4.4: Unlike the uranium, the oxygen mass values are typically overestimated (red)
by the original (top row) and updated (bottom row) algorithms. The difference from ground
truth was reduced by two orders of magnitude in some pixels with the updated algorithm.
The largest errors for both cases occurred along the boundary of the material. The right
column indicates that the original (orange) and the updated (green) algorithms are less
accurate for oxygen than for uranium.
mass and an average relative error of 4.2% with a standard deviation of 2.6% on the total
oxygen mass.
Each of the five functional forms and stabilization techniques were also tested on the
100 simulations. The algorithm’s performance is a combination of the relative error of total
uranium mass, relative error of total oxygen mass, and the number of iterations required to
converge. We use a grid search of the following hyperparameters to explore performance.
• f(x; ε) ∈ {εx, εx2, εx3, eεx, σ(εx)}
• ε ∈ {100, 101, 102}
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• stabilizer ∈ {None, fmin, gth}
The values for the stabilizers fmin and gth are initially started at 10−5 and 10−9, respec-
tively. If any of the 100 examples are unstable with the starting value, it is increased by
an order of magnitude repeatedly until stability is reached. Those for which there was no
value that stabilized for every example have no recorded relative error or convergence. The
results are tabulated in Appendix B.
The first stabilization technique listed, setting ρk = 0 when fk = 0 and fk = 0 when
ρk = 0, is always applied whenever possible. This includes the results listed as without
stabilization. In the case of asymptotic functions, this stabilization is unused unless the
fmin is also in place. With a fmin > 0, ρi = 0 when fi = fmin. The initial values are
consistent across all results: fi(x; ε) = 0.5 and ρi = 0.1.
The gradient threshold stabilization performed best, converging for all fraction func-
tional forms and ε values. The fraction-bounding stabilization also performed well, though
it was mostly unstable with f(x; ε) = σ(εx), likely due to its diminishing gradients. The
algorithm also converged without either of these stabilizers, but this depended on the selec-
tion of ε and f(x; ε).
Lastly, we compared the performances of a modified simulation and a full simulation.
The common Φ geometry consisted of a UO2 sample with uniform density of 3 g/cm3.
The full simulation had 1011 source x-rays, and the modified simulation was scaled to the
equivalent magnitude. Poisson noise was added to the modified simulation after scaling.
We compare the performances using the MSE of the pixel masses in µg, shown in Table 4.1.
The updated algorithm used the following hyperparameters: f(x; ε) = 100x, gth = 10−9,
fmin = 10
−5.
In all simulation cases, the updated algorithm yielded lower MSE for both U and O.
The original algorithm [7] showed little difference in performance for different simulation
types. The updated algorithm had lowest MSE for the modified simulation with no added
noise. The MSE increased by two orders of magnitude for U and three orders of magnitude
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Table 4.1: Pixel-wise MSE of mass from different simulation types with common geometry
Sim. type Original MSE Updated MSE
U O U O
Mod., no noise 23.30 3437.96 0.0025 0.12
Mod., w/ noise 23.65 3591.04 0.48 119.13
Full 22.52 3230.20 0.87 129.42
for O. The full simulation had a much smaller increase in MSE from the modified sim-
ulation with noise. The primary difference between the full simulation and the modified
simulation with noise is the presence of scattering. This suggests that the updated algorithm
is sensitive to noise and has higher estimation error when there is scatter. The increase in
MSE from scatter was marginal compared to the increase from noise.
4.4 Conclusion
In this work, we addressed the partial-volume attenuation that occurs in planar x-ray radio-
graphy. We extended the algorithm used for quantitative mass discrimination to account
for this artifact due to spatial resolution. To do this, the physics model was first updated
to include a new parameter f that represents the areal fraction of sample material seen
by a pixel. The nonlinear least-squares algorithm with nonnegativity constraints was then
extended to use more general constraints. This allowed the fraction parameter to be con-
strained between 0 and 1.
To test the algorithm’s capability, we tested on Monte Carlo x-ray simulations of UO2
powder generated in Geant4. We explored functional forms for f parameterized by x along
with stabilization techniques, showing which hyperparameters perform best. The results
show that from simulated data, the updated algorithm improved the calculation of uranium
mass from a relative error of 1.4% to 0.068% and of oxygen mass from a relative error of
122.2% to 4.2%.
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Work in the lab is ongoing to investigate mass quantification with spectral x-ray detec-
tors. Preliminary results on Bi2O3 were presented in [77].
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CHAPTER 5
DEEP SPECTRAL X-RAY RADIOGRAPHY
5.1 Introduction
The IAEA has been tasked by the international community to monitor the nuclear activity
of non-nuclear-weapon states [1]. The majority of these states also concluded a CSA with
the IAEA which allows the IAEA to apply safeguards to facilities that are part of the nuclear
fuel cycle. The safeguards measures in place have been designed for material accountancy
at a variety of facilities, many of which rely on destructive and non-destructive analysis
tools [2]. Some technologies aim to detect partial defects, i.e. whether a fraction of the
declared amount is missing, and have accuracies on the order of a few percent [2]. Many
of these techniques are non-destructive, such as determining uranium enrichment in UF6
cylinders using γ-ray spectroscopy [106]. The techniques with the highest accuracy (<
1%) typically perform destructive analysis on a sample and are used for detecting bias
defects, i.e. whether small amounts of material have been diverted time [2]. For example,
potentiometric titration is a standard method used to determine the uranium content of non-
irradiated material that are on the order of grams [107]. These highly accurate techniques
typically require access to a laboratory for analysis [2].
The COMPUCEA technique is an on-site verification assay of uranium concentration
and enrichment [108]. The IAEA uses COMPUCEA for routine verification at the Ulba
Metallurgical Plant in Kazakhstan, one of the largest nuclear fuel fabrication facilities in
the world [5], and it has been widely implemented in European fuel fabrication facilities by
Euratom. The technique has been used on solid (powders, pellets, and scraps) and liquid
samples. Solid samples must first be dissolved into a nitric acid solution. The solution is
passively measured for radioactivity and actively interrogated with X-rays (L-edge densit-
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ometry) [108]. COMPUCEA is highly accurate, compact, and transportable. However, the
technique also requires laboratory facilities, a multi-step procedure to prepare the solution,
multiple 1000 s radiometric acquisitions, and multiple correction factors [5] (e.g. for vari-
ation in U concentration, the presence of additives like Gd, the thickness of the container’s
bottom [108]).
Spectral X-ray radiography presents an alternative approach to elemental quantification
measurements. Gilbert et al. [18] demonstrated the strong potential of spectral X-ray radio-
graphy to quantify elemental mass of nuclear fuel powder without chemical preparation. A
cornerstone of this technology is the pixelated, spectroscopic X-ray detector which is dis-
cussed in detail in Section 2.2. Both spectral X-ray radiography and COMPUCEA measure
the spectral X-ray transmission, but the radiographic detector permits spatial variation in
concentration because it measures the spectrum incident on each pixel. Compared to the
solution samples, the higher density powders also require a higher energy X-ray source in
order to be sufficiently penetrating. The K-edge is used as the prominent spectral feature
in place of the L-edge at these energies. The CdTe and CZT detectors are efficient in this
energy regime, unlike many other semiconductor diode detectors. They also achieve good
energy resolution, which is further improved by the use of the small pixel effect [58].
A deep learning formulation of the elemental mass quantification task has a number of
advantages. One benefit a deep learning approach could provide is insensitivity to geomet-
ric uncertainty. Analytical approaches rely on a well-characterized geometry (e.g. sample
thickness, location, orientation) explicitly by using geometric parameters in the calculations
[18] or geometric correction factors [108] or implicitly with high-precision equipment [34].
By using a training set that incorporates variation in geometric parameters, a deep learning
model can learn to predict elemental mass under these conditions.
Deep learning also provides a simple way to combine measurements from different
sensors through multimodal fusion [109–112]. The XRF signal that is generated during a
transmission measurement is a strong candidate for a second sensor. XRF has been used
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to supplement X-ray imaging (non-spectral) by providing elemental identification informa-
tion [31, 75]. Spectral transmission measurements (non-radiographic) have also been aided
by XRF measurements when the sample contains elements at low concentrations. HKED
combines a spectral transmission measurement used for uranium concentration with an
XRF measurement used for the U/Pu ratio, yielding both the uranium and plutonium con-
centrations [34]. Erdmann et al. [108] proposed supplementing COMPUCEA with an
XRF measurement to accurately calculate correction factor for 235U enrichment in Gd-
doped samples. XRF signals provide additional information when the concentrations are
too low to induce a significant transmission signature.
The aim of this chapter was to determine the viability of deep learning to quantify
the elemental mass of powder samples using spectral X-ray radiography and XRF mea-
surements. Realistic simulations that incorporated variation on sample geometry, namely
position and orientation, elemental concentration, and density variations formed the train-
ing, validation, and test datasets. We investigated four cases that determined the elemental
masses for a different number of elements (from a single element up to four elements). The
unimodal spectral X-ray radiography and XRF models and the multimodal fusion model
were evaluated and compared on each case.
5.2 Materials and Methods
5.2.1 Simulations of Spectral Radiography and XRF Data with Different Targets
Monte Carlo simulations were used to generate the spectral radiography and XRF data.
The target position, orientation, and density were randomized across all simulations as
described in Subsection 3.2.3. The outputs comprise the following:
• 3D histogram of the spectral radiograph with 80 × 80 pixels and 160 1-keV bins
• 1D histogram of the XRF spectrum with 160 1-keV bins
• The total mass for each element present in the powder target
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Each simulation uses both geantinos and photons to generate the outputs. 106 geantinos
create the spectral radiograph and determine the elemental masses, and 108 photons induce
the XRF signal.
An additional simulation was run with only geantinos to generate a Φ0 spectral radio-
graph. The cuvette, powder, and XRF detector were removed from this simulation. The
resulting data were used for preprocessing of the spectral radiography data.
5.2.2 Unimodal Spectral Radiography Model
The raw spectral radiography simulation data were preprocessed before being used by the
deep learning models. First, the spectrum in each pixel was transformed using the method
described in Subsubsection 3.1.2 by the HEXITEC response function shown in Figure 3.1.
The transformed spectral radiograph was then scaled by a constant to mimic the count
rate a 10-min experimental acquisition, and subsequently Poisson noise was added. This
yielded a detector response dSR to a 10-min acquisition. The next transformation used
dSR0 , the transformed and scaled Φ0 (with no additional added noise), to create the spectral
radiography (SR) input feature XSR given by




The energy dimension was truncated to only include energy bins 40 – 160 keV. The re-
sulting spectral radiography input feature is XSR ∈ IR80×80×120. Figure 5.1 shows a nearly
noiseless example that has a W + Bi2O3 + Gd2O3 powder composition. Along the energy
dimension, sharp jumps in intensity are visible that correspond to K-edge energies. There
is additional striping around the target edge across the spatial dimensions due to a rotated
target and limited spatial resolution.
Figure 5.2 shows four examples of XSR that include Poisson noise, one example for
each powder target composition. The noise is most evident at high energies where the flux





Figure 5.1: The data resulting from spectral X-ray radiography formed 3D tensor character-
ized by two spatial dimensions and one energy dimension. The spatial dimensions form a
radiographic image, and the energy dimension contains characteristic jump discontinuities
caused by the energy-dependent attenuation probabilities. These data were generated by
simulating the transmission through a W + Bi2O3 + Gd2O3 target. They were transformed
via detector response function and flatfield normalization, and no Poisson noise was added.
the powder visibly gained a baseline noise.
The unimodal architecture was constructed by modifying the ResNet-34 architecture
presented in [70]. Designed for image recognition tasks, the ResNet architectures incorpo-
rate skip connections which provide routes that bypass blocks of convolutional layers. The
architecture used is depicted in Figure 5.3 which was adapted to perform 3D convolutions
and pooling. This dataset showed increased performance with a deeper network and with
more filters, leading to a ResNet-34 structure with 64 filters. An average pooling layer was
added to the beginning of the network to reduce the input size. The architecture size was





Figure 5.2: These spectral radiographs are have been transformed by the detector response
function, by normalizing with flatfield, and by adding Poisson noise. The four examples
shown here represent the four types of powder composition used in the simulations: W (top
left); Bi2O3 (top right); W + Bi2O3 (bottom left); W + Bi2O3 + Gd2O3 (bottom right).
The network was trained to regress the elemental masses by minimizing a mean squared
error loss function using an Adam optimizer. We added an additional exponential decay
scheduler on the learning rate for fine-tuning the training.
We denote the penultimate layer as rSR(XSR; θSR), where θSR are the network parame-
ters. After training, rSR(XSR; θSR) served as a learned representation or embedding of the
















































































Figure 5.3: The unimodal architecture for spectral X-ray radiography was a 3D ResNet-
34. After the initial pooling and stages, the data pass through four residual blocks. A skip
connection in a residual block was implemented as summing an identity transformation or
a convolutional layer with unitary stride and kernel size. After fully trained, the features
rSR(XSR; θSR) were determined for use by the multimodal model.
5.2.3 Unimodal XRF Model
The raw XRF simulation data were also preprocessed before being used by the deep learn-
ing models. Like the spectral radiography data, the XRF spectra were transformed by a
detector response function. In this case, we used the Amptek response function shown in
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Figure 3.3. We then scaled the transformed XRF spectra and added Poisson noise in the
same fashion as the spectral radiography data. Lastly, the XRF spectra were scaled down
by a constant as a normalization step. This constant was shared across all simulations. The
energy dimension was truncated to only include energy bins 40 – 100 keV. The resulting
XRF input feature is XXRF ∈ IR600, visualized in Figure 5.4.
























W + Bi2O3 + Gd2O3
Figure 5.4: The 1D spectrum from the XRF sensor contains characteristic peaks depending
on which elements are present and in what quantity. An example from each composition
was used to visualize the XRF sensor data.
The unimodal XRF architecture was constructed in a similar way as the unimodal spec-
tral radiography architecture, so we only highlight the differences. This dataset was prone
to overfitting, so the chosen network architecture was less complex. Figure 5.5 illustrates
the architecture’s details. The shallower ResNet-18 structure was used instead with only 4
filters. There was no average pooling added to the start of the XRF network, and average
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pooling was used in place of max pooling. The convolutions and pooling were 1D instead





























































Figure 5.5: The unimodal XRF architecture was also a ResNet structure. The major dif-
ferences from the spectral X-ray radiography architecture are that the convolutions and
pooling were 1D, the residual blocks contained fewer residual units (shallower),and fewer
filters were used during in convolutional layers.
Just as in the spectral radiography architecture, the XRF network was used to create a
learned representation of the input XXRF. Because the network was smaller, this embed-
ding, rXRF(XXRF; θXRF), had fewer dimensions than rSR(XSR; θSR).
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5.2.4 Multimodal Fusion Model
The multimodal fusion was performed by first training both unimodal networks individu-
ally. The input features for the multimodal (MM) model XMM were formed by concatenat-
ing the representations rXRF(XXRF; θXRF) and rSR(XSR; θSR), ensuring that each XXRFi and
XSRi came from the same simulation and therefore have the same labels. The architecture,
shown in Figure 5.6, was a densely connected network with four hidden layers. In con-
trast to the unimodal architectures, the multimodal architecture used a leaky rectified linear
(ReLu) activation function and did not use batch normalization. Leaky ReLu is a nonlinear
function defined as f(x) = max(x, αx) where α is some small, positive constant. The loss
function, optimizer, and learning rate scheduler were the same as the unimodal models.
5.2.5 Forming Datasets from Sets of Simulations
The four sets of simulations were used to construct the datasets for training the deep learn-
ing models. In total, four datasets were created, and a model’s task for each dataset differs
by the number of elements for which it predicts the mass in the powder. The first dataset
(EL1) was made from the set of simulations whose powder target compositions were only
W, i.e. one element. The second dataset (EL2) was made from the set of simulations whose
powder target compositions were only Bi2O3, i.e. two elements. The third dataset (EL3)
was made by combining the sets of simulations with the following powder target composi-
tions: W, Bi2O3, and W + Bi2O3, i.e. three elements. The fourth dataset (EL4) was made
by combining the sets of simulations with the following powder target compositions: W,
Bi2O3, W + Bi2O3, and W + Bi2O3 + Gd2O3, i.e. four elements.
Each set of simulations contained 1.6 · 105 unique simulations with the same powder
target composition type. Out of these simulations, 105 are designated for training, 2 · 104
were designated for validation, and 2 · 104 were designated for testing. We ran excess
simulations as a buffer because a small fraction periodically failed. Consequently, the EL1
































Figure 5.6: The multimodal model first trained the two unimodal models separately. The
outputs of the penultimate layers from each unimodal model were evaluated over the
dataset, acting as feature extraction. The concatenated features from both models formed
the inputs for the multimodal training.
EL3 dataset was a combination of three sets of simulations and consequently had 3 · 105
training, 6 · 104 validation, and 6 · 104 test examples. Similarly, the EL4 dataset had 4 · 105
training, 8 · 104 validation, and 8 · 104 test examples. The sampling schemes for densities
and composition are detailed in Appendix C.
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5.3 Results
5.3.1 Training and Validation
The training was driven by the minimization of each network’s cost function. We used
the residuals for each element as performance metrics. Figure 5.7 shows the training and
validation residuals of W mass for the EL1 dataset. We monitored the progress of the
minimization using the residuals on the training sets for underfitting and convergence. We
achieved stable training with a combination of the selected model, its hyperparameters,
and the learning rate. The validation residuals provided a measure of the generalization
error and overfitting. We concluded that the model was not overfitting the data because the
validation did not begin to trend upward.
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Figure 5.7: W training and validation residuals from EL1 dataset.
The SR and XRF curves behaved differently than the MM network. The two unimodal
models started with large validation residuals relative to the training curves and then be-
gan approach the training residuals. The MM curves started in close proximity before the
validation leveled out and the training continued to decrease. These behaviors were caused
by the batch normalization used in the unimodal networks that was absent in the MM net-
work. The momentum used in batch normalization delayed the update of the learned mean
and variance terms for the validation, while the training set used sample mean and variance
of the “current” batch. This process prevented the exploding/vanishing gradients that are
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problematic in deep networks like these. Batch normalization additionally provides regu-
larization which helps prevent overfitting. Applying batch normalization to the MM yielded
higher training errors and was not used. Instead, dropout was used for regularization.
5.3.2 EL1 Dataset: W
We performed an initial goodness-of-fit test on the three modalities using a two-sample
K-S test. The null hypothesis was that the masses determined by the deep learning model
come from the same distribution as the mass labels of the outputs. We failed to reject this
hypothesis for the SR model (D(1000, 1000) = 0.010, p = 1.000) and for the MM model
(D(1000, 1000) = 0.010, p = 1.000). The null hypothesis was rejected for the XRF model
(D(1000, 1000) = 0.209, p < 0.001).
Residual analysis was used to check the statistical assumptions necessary to use a model
for decision making. The scatter plot in Figure 5.8 compares the residuals to the label
masses on W data. There was a negative correlation between the XRF residuals and the
label masses for W. The residuals from SR and MM models showed no relationship with
the mass labels.
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Figure 5.8: Scatter plots of residual vs. label for SR, MM, and XRF models on EL1 dataset
for W.
The residual plots for the SR and MM models showed consistent variation across the
range of label masses. The residuals from XRF increased in variation with mass, indicating
a heteroscedastic distribution. The structure from the XRF residuals cannot be tested or
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analyzed in several ways because it breaks these classical assumptions.
We inspected the normality of the SR and MM models with the residual histograms in
Figure 5.9. Visual inspection indicated both SR and MM residuals were normal. We tested
the null hypothesis that the residuals are normally distributed using a Shapiro-Wilk test
of normality. We failed to reject the null hypothesis for all three models (SR: W(1000) =
0.997, p = 0.0457; MM: W(1000) = 0.998, p = 0.354; XRF: W(1000) = 0.998, p = 0.324).
Figure 5.10 displays the corresponding probability plots. Both SR and MM showed good
agreement with the normality line; all points fell within the 99% confidence bands.
















Figure 5.9: Residual histograms for SR and MM models on EL1 dataset.
We limited our investigation of performance to the SR and MM models. The mean of
the residuals for SR was 0.0320 mg (99% CI [–0.0473 mg, 0.111 mg]) and for MM was
0.0397 mg (99% CI [–0.0478 mg, 0.127 mg]). There was no statistically significant dif-
ference between the residual means from these two modalities as determined by a Welch’s
t-test (t(1978.898) = –0.168, p = 0.867). The standard deviations of the residuals were
0.971 mg (99% CI [0.917 mg, 1.030 mg]) for SR and 1.071 mg (99% CI [1.012 mg, 1.136
mg]) for MM. There was a statistically significant difference of variances as determined by
























Figure 5.10: Normal probability plots for SR and MM models on EL1 dataset. A strong
linear relationship between the ordered responses of the residuals and theoretical quantiles
from the standard normal suggests normality.
5.3.3 EL2 Dataset: Bi and O
We performed an initial goodness-of-fit test on the three modalities using a two-sample
K-S test. The null hypothesis was that the masses determined by the deep learning model
come from the same distribution as the mass labels of the outputs. We failed to reject the
null hypothesis for the SR model (D(2000, 2000) = 0.00601, p = 1.000), the MM model
(D(2000, 2000) = 0.00501, p = 1.000), and the XRF model (D(2000, 2000) = 0.0531, p =
0.00721).
This dataset was made up of a single compound, Bi2O3, containing two elements, Bi
and O. The scatter plot in Figure 5.11 compares the residuals to their label masses on Bi and
O data. There was a negative correlation between the XRF residuals and the label masses
for both Bi and O. The residuals from SR and MM models showed no strong relationship
with the mass labels.
The residual plots for the MM model on Bi and O and the spectral radiography model on
O showed consistent variation across the range of label masses. The residuals from XRF
were constant along the line of correlation but are not constant with the current model.
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Figure 5.11: Scatter plots of residual vs. label for SR, MM, and XRF models on EL2
dataset for each element (Bi and O).
the SR model.
We inspected the normality of the SR and MM models with the residual histograms
in Figure 5.12 which suggests they are not normal. All three modalities were rejected as
normal as determined by a Shapiro-Wilk test of normality (SR: W(2000) = 0.902, p <
0.001; MM: W(2000) = 0.904, p < 0.001; XRF: W(2000) = 0.909, p < 0.001). Figure 5.12
exhibited distinct modes that were likely due to the presence of multiple elements.
We then separated the dataset by element to test the null hypothesis that the residuals
followed a normal distribution, shown in Figure 5.13. For Bi, we rejected the null hy-
pothesis for the SR model (W(1000) = 0.975, p < 0.001), and we failed to reject the null
hypothesis for the MM model (W(1000) = 0.998, p = 0.364) and the XRF model (W(1000)
= 0.998, p = 0.255). The normal probability plots of the Bi residual in Figure 5.14 show
the departure from normality of the SR model with values below the fitted line due to a
long tail. For O, we rejected the null hypothesis for the SR model (W(1000) = 0.990, p


















Figure 5.12: Residual histograms for SR and MM models on EL2 dataset.
= 0.356) and the XRF model (W(1000) = 0.998, p = 0.231). The normal probability plots
of the O residual in Figure 5.15 show the departure from normality of the SR model with
values below the fitted line due to a long tail.

























Figure 5.13: Residual histograms for SR and MM models on EL2 dataset, separated by
element.
We limited our investigation of performance to the SR and MM models. The unimodal



















































Figure 5.15: Normal probability plots for SR and MM models on O in EL2 dataset.
Performance of SR and MM Models on Bi
The mean of the residuals for SR was 0.0319 mg (99% CI [–0.0150 mg, 0.0788 mg]) and
for MM was –0.00628 mg (99% CI [–0.0623 mg, 0.0497 mg]). There was no statistically
significant difference between the residual means from the two modalities as determined
by a Welch’s t-test (t(1935.974) = 1.350, p = 0.177) and a Mann-Whitney U-test (U(1000)
= 478200, p = 0.0534). The standard deviations of the residuals were 0.574 mg (99% CI
[0.543 mg, 0.609 mg]) for SR and 0.686 mg (99% CI [0.648 mg, 0.728 mg]) for MM. There
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was statistically significant difference of variances between these modalities as determined
by a Levene test for equal variances (W(1, 1999) = 39.015, p < 0.001).
Performance of SR and MM Models on O
The mean of the residuals for SR was 0.00158 mg (99% CI [– 0.00876 mg, 0.0119 mg])
and for MM was –0.000648 mg (99% CI [–0.00708 mg, 0.00579 mg]). There was no
statistically significant difference between the residual means from the two modalities as
determined by a Welch’s t-test (t(1670.599) = 0.473, p = 0.637) and a Mann-Whitney U-
test (U(1000) = 489227.5, p = 0.224). The standard deviations of the residuals were 0.127
mg (99% CI [0.120 mg, 0.134 mg]) for SR and 0.0788 mg (99% CI [0.0745 mg, 0.0836
mg]) for MM. There was a statistically significant difference of variances as determined by
a Levene test for equal variances (W(1, 1999) = 156.358, p < 0.001).
5.3.4 EL3 Dataset: W, Bi, and O
We performed an initial goodness-of-fit test on the three modalities using a two-sample K-S
test. The null hypothesis was that the masses determined by the deep learning model come
from the same distribution as the mass labels of the outputs. This hypothesis was rejected
for the SR model (D(9000, 9000) = 0.306, p < 0.001), the MM model (D(9000, 9000) =
0.186, p < 0.001), and the XRF model (D(9000, 9000) = 0.281, p < 0.001). In many cases,
the label was zero for one or more element. We performed the same goodness-of-fit test on
examples where the label mass was nonzero. After limiting the test to nonzero labels, we
failed to reject the null hypothesis for the SR model (D(6000, 6000) = 0.00283, p = 1.000),
the MM model (D(6000, 6000) = 0.00183, p = 1.000), and the XRF model (D(6000, 6000)
= 0.026, p = 0.0346).
This dataset was made up of multiple targets. These targets were either a single com-
pound W containing only W, a single compound Bi2O3 containing Bi and O, or a mixture
of two compounds W and Bi2O3 containing W, Bi, and O. The scatter plot in Figure 5.16
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compares the residuals to their label masses on W, Bi, and O data. The SR residuals were
negatively correlated to label mass for all three elements. A large difference in residual
variation was also present when mass was zero compared to the nonzero masses. The
variation of the W residual from the SR model increased with W mass, but the Bi and O
residuals had a more constant variation across nonzero label masses. The XRF residuals
did not indicate correlation with label mass for any element, but the variation increased
with label mass for all elements. The MM residuals were uncorrelated to label masses,
and the variations were less prominent than SR or XRF. For W, the MM residual variations
increased with label mass, and for Bi and O, they decreased with label mass.
We inspected the normality of the models using quantitative and graphical techniques.
All three modalities were rejected as normal as determined by a Shapiro-Wilk test of
normality (SR: W(9000) = 0.946, p < 0.001; MM: W(9000) = 0.799, p < 0.001; XRF:
W(9000) = 0.819, p < 0.001). We separated the dataset by element to test for normality,
shown in Figure 5.17. For W, all modalities were rejected as normal (SR: W(3000) = 0.880,
p < 0.001; MM: W(3000) = 0.918, p < 0.001; XRF: W(3000) = 0.903, p < 0.001). For Bi,
all modalities were rejected as normal (SR: W(3000) = 0.968, p < 0.001; MM: W(3000) =
0.936, p < 0.001; XRF: W(3000) = 0.925, p < 0.001). For O, all modalities were rejected
as normal (SR: W(3000) = 0.986, p < 0.001; MM: W(3000) = 0.880, p < 0.001; XRF:
W(3000) = 0.918, p < 0.001).
Visual inspection of the residual histograms in Figure 5.17 indicated multiple modes
within each distribution. The residuals on W mass were further dissected in Figure 5.18
according to powder target composition. The distinct modes were clearly separated after
this split; however, we were interested in the performances on the case where the label
mass is nonzero and the case where the label mass is zero. This is the split that we made
for further investigation.
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Figure 5.16: Scatter plots of residual vs. label for SR, MM, and XRF models on EL3
dataset for each element (W, Bi, and O).
Performance of SR and MM Models on W
The W residuals are shown in Figure 5.19 and are separated into examples where the W la-
bel was zero or nonzero. Using a Shapiro-Wilk test of normality, we rejected the normality
hypothesis on all modalities for the data with nonzero W labels (SR: W(2000) = 0.975, p
< 0.001; MM: W(2000) = 0.987, p < 0.001; XRF: W(2000) = 0.986, p < 0.001) and for
the data with zero W labels (SR: W(1000) = 0.986, p < 0.001; MM: W(1000) = 0.741, p <
0.001; XRF: W(1000) = 0.913, p < 0.001). The normal probability plots of the W residual
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Figure 5.17: Residual histograms for SR and MM models on EL3 dataset.
in Figure 5.20 for nonzero W labels indicated large departures from normality. For the zero
W labels, the normal probability plots indicated long tails.
Nonzero Labels. The mean of the residuals for SR was –0.0905 mg (99% CI [–0.133
mg, –0.0476 mg]) and for MM was 0.0236 mg (99% CI [–0.0120 mg, 0.0593 mg]). There
was a statistically significant difference between the residual means from the two modal-
ities as determined by a Welch’s t-test (t(3866.959) = –5.274, p < 0.001), but the differ-
ence was not statistically significant as determined by a Mann-Whitney U-test (U(2000)
= 1898116.5, p = 0.00264) which does not assume normality like the t-test. The standard
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Figure 5.18: W residual histograms for SR and MM models on EL3 dataset separated into
the three powder target compositions of EL3: W, Bi2O3, and W + Bi2O3.
mg (99% CI [0.594 mg, 0.644 mg]) for MM. There was a statistically significant difference
of variances as determined by a Levene test for equal variances (W(1, 3999) = 105.724, p
< 0.001).
Zero Labels. The mean of the residuals for SR was 0.733 mg (99% CI [0.727 mg,
0.739 mg]) and for MM was 0.00395 mg (99% CI [0.000726 mg, 0.00717 mg]). There was
a statistically significant difference between the residual means from the two modalities as
determined by a Welch’s t-test (t(1506.409) = 270.346, p < 0.001) and a Mann-Whitney
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Figure 5.19: W residual histograms for SR and MM models on EL3 dataset separated by
zero and nonzero W labels.
(99% CI [0.0714 mg, 0.0801 mg]) for SR and 0.0395 mg (99% CI [0.0373 mg, 0.0419
mg]) for MM. There was a statistically significant difference of variances as determined by
a Levene test for equal variances (W(1, 1999) = 391.457, p < 0.001).
Performance of SR and MM Models on Bi
The Bi residuals are shown in Figure 5.21 and are separated into examples where the Bi
label was zero or nonzero. Using a Shapiro-Wilk test of normality, we rejected the normal-




































Figure 5.20: Probability plots for SR and MM models on W in EL3 dataset.
= 0.987, p < 0.001; XRF: W(2000) = 0.994, p < 0.001) and for the zero Bi labels (SR:
W(1000) = 0.571, p < 0.001; MM: W(1000) = 0.680, p < 0.001; XRF: W(1000) = 0.791,
p < 0.001). The normal probability plots of the Bi residual in Figure 5.22 for nonzero Bi
labels indicated long tails where the SR showed more departure than MM. For the zero Bi
labels, the normal probability plot for SR showed a strong, nonlinear relationship indicating
a skewed distribution. The MM plot showed signs of long tails.
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Figure 5.21: Bi residual histograms for SR and MM models on EL3 dataset separated by
zero and nonzero Bi labels.

































Figure 5.22: Probability plots for SR and MM models on EL3 dataset.
mg, –0.260 mg]) and for MM was –0.00746 mg (99% CI [–0.0293 mg, 0.0144 mg]). There
was a statistically significant difference between the residual means from the two modalities
as determined by a Welch’s t-test (t(3968.301) = –22.045, p < 0.001) and a Mann-Whitney
U-test (U(2000) = 1141725, p < 0.001). The standard deviations of the residuals were
0.413 mg (99% CI [0.397 mg, 0.431 mg]) for SR and 0.379 mg (99% CI [0.364 mg, 0.395
mg]) for MM. There was no statistically significant difference of variances as determined
by a Levene test for equal variances (W(1, 3999) = 7.543, p = 0.00605).
Zero Labels. The mean of the residuals for SR was 0.198 mg (99% CI [0.182 mg,
0.215 mg]) and for MM was 0.00901 mg (99% CI [0.00432 mg, 0.0137 mg]). There was
a statistically significant difference between the residual means from the two modalities as
determined by a Welch’s t-test (t(1159.557) = 287.448, p < 0.001) and a Mann-Whitney
U-test (U(1000) = 32288, p < 0.001). The standard deviations of the residuals were 0.202
mg (99% CI [0.191 mg, 0.214 mg]) for SR and 0.0574 mg (99% CI [0.0543 mg, 0.0609
mg]) for MM. There was statistically significant difference of variances as determined by
a Levene test for equal variances (W(1, 1999) = 114.666, p < 0.001).
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Performance of SR and MM Models on O
The O residuals are shown in Figure 5.23 and are separated into examples where the O label
was zero or nonzero. Using a Shapiro-Wilk test of normality, we rejected the normality
hypothesis for the nonzero O labels (SR: W(2000) = 0.953, p < 0.001; MM: W(2000)
= 0.987, p < 0.001; XRF: W(2000) = 0.994, p < 0.001) and for the zero O labels (SR:
W(1000) = 0.906, p < 0.001; MM: W(1000) = 0.745, p < 0.001; XRF: W(1000) = 0.795,
p < 0.001). The normal probability plots in Figure 5.24 from SR were nonlinear and


























Figure 5.23: O residual histograms for SR and MM models on EL3 dataset separated by
zero and nonzero O labels.
Nonzero Labels. The mean of the residuals for SR was –0.0414 mg (99% CI [–0.0447
mg, –0.0382 mg]) and for MM was –0.000865 mg (99% CI [–0.00341 mg, 0.00168 mg]).
There was a statistically significant difference between the residual means from the two
modalities as determined by a Welch’s t-test (t(3788.490) = –25.380, p < 0.001) and a
Mann-Whitney U-test (U(2000) = 1013861, p < 0.001). The standard deviations of the
residuals were 0.0562 mg (99% CI [0.0540 mg, 0.0585 mg]) for SR and 0.0442 mg (99% CI
[0.0425 mg, 0.0461 mg]) for MM. There was statistically significant difference of variances





































Figure 5.24: Probability plots for SR and MM models on O in EL3 dataset.
Zero Labels. The mean of the residuals for SR was 0.0217 mg (99% CI [0.0191 mg,
0.0243 mg]) and for MM was 0.00113 mg (99% CI 0.000525 mg, 0.00173 mg]). There was
a statistically significant difference between the residual means from the two modalities as
determined by a Welch’s t-test (t(1106.708) = 19.880, p < 0.001) and a Mann-Whitney
U-test (U(1000) = 252454, p < 0.001). The standard deviations of the residuals were
0.0318 mg (99% CI [0.0301 mg, 0.0337 mg]) for SR and 0.00740 mg (99% CI [0.00699
mg, 0.00785 mg]) for MM. There was statistically significant difference of variances as
determined by a Levene test for equal variances (W(1, 1999) = 607.345, p < 0.001).
5.3.5 EL4 Dataset: W, Bi, O, and Gd
We performed an initial goodness-of-fit test on the three modalities using a two-sample
K-S test. The null hypothesis was that the masses determined by the deep learning model
come from the same distribution as the mass labels of the outputs. This hypothesis was
rejected for the SR model (D(16000, 16000) = 0.356, p < 0.001), for the MM model
(D(16000, 16000) = 0.194, p < 0.001), and for the XRF model (D(16000, 16000) = 0.188,
p < 0.001). In many cases, the label is zero for one or more element. We performed the
same goodness-of-fit test on examples where the label mass was nonzero. After limiting
the test to nonzero labels, the hypothesis was accepted for the SR model (D(10000, 10000)
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= 0.00420, p = 1.000), for the MM model (D(10000, 10000) = 0.00220, p = 1.000), and for
the XRF model (D(10000, 10000) = 0.0238, p = 0.00693).
This dataset was made up of multiple targets. These targets were one of the following:
a single compound containing only W, a single compound Bi2O3 containing Bi and O, a
mixture of two compounds W and Bi2O3 containing W, Bi, and O, or a mixture of three
compounds W, Bi2O3, and Gd2O3 containing W, Bi, O, and Gd. The scatter plot in Fig-
ure 5.25 compares the residuals to their label masses on W, Bi, O, and Gd data. The SR
residuals were negatively correlated to label mass for W, Bi, and O but no correlation with
Gd label mass. A large difference in residual variation was also present when label mass
was zero compared to the nonzero masses. The variation of the W residual from the SR
model increased with W mass, and the Bi and O residuals had roughly constant variation
across nonzero label masses. The XRF residuals did not indicate strong correlation with
label mass for any element. The variation increased with label mass for W, Bi, and O and
was roughly constant for Gd. The MM residuals were uncorrelated to label masses, and the
variations were more constant over label masses than SR or XRF. For W, the MM residual
variations increased with label mass; for Bi and O, they decreased with label mass; for Gd,
they were roughly constant.
We inspected the normality of the models using quantitative and graphical techniques.
All three were rejected as normal as determined by a Shapiro-Wilk test of normality (SR:
W(16000) = 0.875, p < 0.001; MM: W(16000) = 0.813, p < 0.001; XRF: W(16000) =
0.717, p < 0.001). We separated the dataset by element to test for normality, shown in
Figure 5.26. All modalities were rejected as normal for W (SR: W(4000) = 0.878, p <
0.001; MM: W(4000) = 0.944, p < 0.001; XRF: W(4000) = 0.900, p < 0.001), for Bi (SR:
W(4000) = 0.961, p < 0.001; MM: W(4000) = 0.969, p < 0.001; XRF: W(4000) = 0.907,
p < 0.001), for O (SR: W(4000) = 0.955, p < 0.001; MM: W(4000) = 0.959, p < 0.001;
XRF: W(4000) = 0.919, p < 0.001), and for Gd (SR: W(4000) = 0.910, p < 0.001; MM:
W(4000) = 0.707, p < 0.001; XRF: W(4000) = 0.671, p < 0.001).
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Figure 5.25: Scatter plots of residual vs. label for SR, MM, and XRF models on EL4
dataset for each element (W, Bi, O, and Gd).
Visual inspection of the residual histograms in Figure 5.26 indicated multiple modes
within each distribution. The residuals on Bi mass were further dissected in Figure 5.27
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Figure 5.26: Residual histograms for SR and MM models on EL4 dataset.
according to powder target composition. The distinct modes were clearly separated after
this split. We split each element’s residual distribution by whether the label mass was zero
or nonzero as we did for EL3.
Performance of SR and MM Models on W
The W residuals are shown in Figure 5.28 and are separated into examples where the W
label was zero or nonzero. Using a Shapiro-Wilk test of normality, we rejected the normal-
ity hypothesis for the nonzero W labels (SR: W(3000) = 0.912, p < 0.001; MM: W(3000)
= 0.983, p < 0.001; XRF: W(3000) = 0.961, p < 0.001) and for the zero W labels (SR:
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Figure 5.27: Bi residual histograms for SR and MM models on EL4 dataset separated into
the four powder target compositions of EL4: W, Bi2O3, and W + Bi2O3, W + Bi2O3 +
Gd2O3.
W(1000) = 0.972, p < 0.001; MM: W(1000) = 0.583, p < 0.001; XRF: W(1000) = 0.944,
p < 0.001). The normal probability plots in Figure 5.29 show that SR had small departures
from normality on zero W labels but was strongly skewed on nonzero W labels. The MM
model showed signs of long-tails departures.
Nonzero Labels. The mean of the residuals for SR was –0.382 mg (99% CI [–0.437
mg, –0.327 mg]) and for MM was –0.00505 mg (99% CI [–0.0307 mg, 0.0206 mg]). There
was a statistically significant difference between the residual means from the two modalities
as determined by a Welch’s t-test (t(4242.721) = –16.006, p < 0.001) and a Mann-Whitney
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Figure 5.28: W residual histograms for SR and MM models on EL4 dataset separated by


































Figure 5.29: Probability plots for SR and MM models on W in EL4 dataset.
U-test (U(3000) = 3862167.5, p < 0.001). The standard deviations of the residuals were
1.169 mg (99% CI [1.131 mg, 1.209 mg]) for SR and 0.656 mg (99% CI [0.527 mg, 0.563
mg]) for MM. There was statistically significant difference of variances as determined by
a Levene test for equal variances (W(1, 5999) = 1250.995, p < 0.001).
Zero Labels. The mean of the residuals for SR was 0.968 mg (99% CI [0.960 mg,
0.976 mg]) and for MM was 0.00706 mg (99% CI [0.000652 mg, 0.0135 mg]). There was
a statistically significant difference between the residual means from the two modalities as
determined by a Welch’s t-test (t(1880.872) = 237.149, p < 0.001) and a Mann-Whitney
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U-test (U(1000) = 56, p < 0.001). The standard deviations of the residuals were 0.101
mg (99% CI [0.0957 mg, 0.107 mg]) for SR and 0.0785 mg (99% CI [0.0742 mg, 0.0832
mg]) for MM. There was statistically significant difference of variances as determined by
a Levene test for equal variances (W(1, 1999) = 163.527, p < 0.001).
Performance of SR and MM Models on Bi
The Bi residuals are shown in Figure 5.30 and are separated into examples where the Bi
label was zero or nonzero. Using a Shapiro-Wilk test of normality, we rejected the normal-
ity hypothesis for the nonzero Bi labels (SR: W(3000) = 0.946, p < 0.001; MM: W(3000)
= 0.994, p < 0.001; XRF: W(3000) = 0.970, p < 0.001) and for the zero Bi labels (SR:
W(1000) = 0.718, p< 0.001; MM: W(1000) = 0.591, p< 0.001; XRF: W(1000) = 0.937, p
< 0.001). The normal probability plots in Figure 5.31 show SR had large departures from
normality and MM had long-tail departures.
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Figure 5.30: Bi residual histograms for SR and MM models on EL4 dataset separated by
zero and nonzero Bi labels.
Nonzero Labels. The mean of the residuals for SR was –0.209 mg (99% CI [–0.237
mg, –0.180 mg]) and for MM was 0.00862 mg (99% CI [–0.00946 mg, 0.0267 mg]). There
was a statistically significant difference between the residual means from the two modalities



































Figure 5.31: Probability plots for SR and MM models on Bi in EL4 dataset.
U-test (U(3000) = 3022439.5, p < 0.001). The standard deviations of the residuals were
0.604 mg (99% CI [0.584 mg, 0.625 mg]) for SR and 0.384 mg (99% CI [0.372 mg, 0.397
mg]) for MM. There was statistically significant difference of variances as determined by
a Levene test for equal variances (W(1, 5999) = 304.467, p < 0.001).
Zero Labels. The mean of the residuals for SR was 0.771 mg (99% CI [0.727 mg,
0.814 mg]) and for MM was 0.00804 mg (99% CI [00179 mg, 0.0143 mg]). There was a
statistically significant difference between the residual means from the two modalities as
determined by a Welch’s t-test (t(1040.332) = 44.841, p < 0.001) and a Mann-Whitney
U-test (U(1000) = 2810, p < 0.001). The standard deviations of the residuals were 0.532
mg (99% CI [0.503 mg, 0.564 mg]) for SR and 0.0765 mg (99% CI [0.0724 mg, 0.0812
mg]) for MM. There was statistically significant difference of variances as determined by
a Levene test for equal variances (W(1, 1999) = 330.326, p < 0.001).
Performance of SR and MM Models on O
The O residuals are shown in Figure 5.32 and are separated into examples where the O label
was zero or nonzero. Using a Shapiro-Wilk test of normality, we rejected the normality
hypothesis for the nonzero O labels (SR: W(3000) = 0.944, p < 0.001; MM: W(3000)
= 0.986, p < 0.001; XRF: W(3000) = 0.977, p < 0.001) and for the zero O labels (SR:
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W(1000) = 0.824, p < 0.001; MM: W(1000) = 0.643, p < 0.001; XRF: W(1000) = 0.916,
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Figure 5.32: O residual histograms for SR and MM models on EL4 dataset separated by
































Figure 5.33: Probability plots for SR and MM models on O in EL4 dataset.
Nonzero Labels. The mean of the residuals for SR was –0.0538 mg (99% CI [–0.0573
mg, –0.0504 mg]) and for MM was 0.00118 mg (99% CI [–0.00105 mg, 0.00342 mg]).
There was a statistically significant difference between the residual means from the two
modalities as determined by a Welch’s t-test (t(5112.643) = –34.278, p < 0.001) and a
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Mann-Whitney U-test (U(3000) = 2059525.5, p < 0.001). The standard deviations of the
residuals were 0.0740 mg (99% CI [0.0716 mg, 0.0765 mg]) for SR and 0.0475 mg (99% CI
[0.0460 mg, 0.0491 mg]) for MM. There was statistically significant difference of variances
as determined by a Levene test for equal variances (W(1, 5999) = 279.983, p < 0.001).
Zero Labels. The mean of the residuals for SR was 0.0714 mg (99% CI [0.0652 mg,
0.0777 mg]) and for MM was 0.00108 mg (99% CI [0.000278 mg, 0.00188 mg]). There
was a statistically significant difference between the residual means from the two modalities
as determined by a Welch’s t-test (t(1032.120) = 29.021, p < 0.001) and a Mann-Whitney
U-test (U(1000) = 81014.5, p < 0.001). The standard deviations of the residuals were
0.0760 mg (99% CI [0.0719 mg, 0.0806 mg]) for SR and 0.00979 mg (99% CI [0.00925
mg, 0.0104 mg]) for MM. There was a statistically significant difference of variances as
determined by a Levene test for equal variances (W(1, 1999) = 511.674, p < 0.001).
Performance of SR and MM Models on Gd
The Gd residuals are shown in Figure 5.34 and are separated into examples where the Gd la-
bel was zero or nonzero. Using a Shapiro-Wilk test of normality, we accepted the normality
hypothesis from SR (SR: W(1000) = 0.995, p = 0.00156). We rejected the normality hy-
pothesis from MM and XRF for nonzero Gd labels (SR: W(1000) = 0.983, p< 0.001; XRF:
W(1000) = 0.988, p < 0.001) and from all modalities for zero Gd labels (SR: W(3000) =
0.993, p < 0.001; MM: W(3000) = 0.802, p < 0.001; XRF: W(3000) = 0.357, p < 0.001).
The normal probability plots in Figure 5.35 show good agreement to the normality fit with
small, long-tail departures for nonzero Gd labels. The departures from normality for zero
Gd labels were larger in the tails than the nonzero data.
Nonzero Labels. The mean of the residuals for SR was 0.0202 mg (99% CI [0.00611
mg, 0.0342 mg]) and for MM was 0.0000148 mg (99% CI [–0.0216 mg, 0.0216 mg]).
There was no statistically significant difference between the residual means from the two
modalities as determined by a Welch’s t-test (t(1715.987) = 2.018, p = 0.0438) and a Mann-
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Figure 5.34: Gd residual histograms for SR and MM models on EL4 dataset separated by


































Figure 5.35: Probability plots for SR and MM models on Gd in EL4 dataset.
Whitney U-test (U(1000) = 467021, p = 0.00533). The standard deviations of the residuals
were 0.172 mg (99% CI [0.163 mg, 0.183 mg]) for SR and 0.265 mg (99% CI [0.250
mg, 0.281 mg]) for MM. There was a statistically significant difference of variances as
determined by a Levene test for equal variances (W(1, 1999) = 122.377, p < 0.001).
Zero Labels. The mean of the residuals for SR was 0.0823 mg (99% CI [0.0796 mg,
0.0850 mg]) and for MM was 0.000948 mg (99% CI [–0.000411 mg, 0.00231 mg]). There
was a statistically significant difference between the residual means from the two modalities
as determined by a Welch’s t-test (t(4416.265) = 69.161, p < 0.001) and a Mann-Whitney
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U-test (U(3000) = 878216, p < 0.001). The standard deviations of the residuals were
0.0576 mg (99% CI [0.0557 mg, 0.0596 mg]) for SR and 0.0289 mg (99% CI [0.0279
mg, 0.0299 mg]) for MM. There was a statistically significant difference of variances as
determined by a Levene test for equal variances (W(1, 5999) = 1103.047, p < 0.001).
5.4 Discussion
The quality of the models were evaluated using numerous metrics. A two-sample K-S
goodness-of-fit (α = 0.001) was applied to each element, and all models passed except the
XRF model on the EL1 dataset (on W). This test does not guarantee that the model fits the
data well. Table 5.1 compares the SR and MM models on the basis of model sufficiency,
homoscedasticity of residuals, normality of residuals, and polarity of bias for both zero and
nonzero cases of label mass.
Scatter plots of the residual vs. label mass were used to assess the sufficiency of the
functional part of the model, i.e. whether the model captured the underlying deterministic
function. A model whose residuals were strongly correlated with the label mass were de-
termined to be misspecified. Two possible causes for misspecification are an inappropriate
functional model or the absence of relevant variables. Both SR and MM were sufficient
for all elements on the EL1 and EL2 datasets. The SR models on the datasets EL3 and
EL4 were generally insufficient, and the MM models were consistently sufficient on EL3
and EL4. While both SR and MM performed well on EL1 and EL2 by this measure, MM
demonstrated improved performance on EL3 and EL4 over SR.
The same scatter plots were used to assess the homoscedasticity of the residuals, i.e.
whether the residuals had constant variation across label masses. Both modalities had
nearly all homoscedastic residuals. Many cases where SR showed non-constant residuals
showed larger variation where the label was zero, but these were not included in the mea-
sure. The cases with a visible change in residual variation from SR were improved in MM.
By this measure, MM showed marginally better performance.
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The bias polarity was determined using the residual mean and 99% CI. The polarity
was positive if the mean was positive and 0 was not within the CI, and vice versa for
negative. The bias was considered insignificant if the CI included 0. We separated the
analysis into nonzero and zero label masses. EL1 and EL2 showed no significant bias
from either modality. EL3 and EL4 consistently had a negative bias on nonzero label
masses from SR and no bias from MM aside from Gd which had a positive bias from SR.
Alternatively, there was a positive bias on zero label masses from SR and MM.
We directly compared and selected the better performing models in Table 5.2. The sam-
ple means and standard deviations of the residuals were determined for each modality on
nonzero and zero mass labels. We tested the hypothesis of equal means between modalities
with a Welch’s t-test (α = 0.001), and the hypothesis of equal variance was tested with a
Levene test (α = 0.001). In cases where we failed to reject a hypothesis, the higher per-
forming model was reported as “None.” If the t-test null hypothesis was rejected, the higher
performing model on residual mean was selected as
mbest = arg min
m∈{SR,MM}
|x̄(m)| (5.2)
where m is the model modality, and x̄(m) is the sample mean of the residual on model m.
If the Levene test null hypothesis was rejected, the higher performing model on residual
standard deviation was selected as
mbest = arg min
m∈{SR,MM}
s(m) (5.3)
where s(m) is the sample standard deviation of the residual on model m. For the EL1
and EL2 datasets, the absolute residual means were not significantly different between SR
and MM. The model with higher performance on residual standard deviation depended on
the element: SR performing better on W and Bi and MM performing better on O. For the
EL3 and EL4 datasets, the MM model had a smaller absolute residual mean and a smaller
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Table 5.2: Higher Performing Modality Based on Residual Mean and Std. Dev.
Selection Criteria
Residual Mean Residual Std. Dev.







W MM MM MM MM
Bi MM MM None MM
O MM MM MM MM
EL4
W MM MM MM MM
Bi MM MM MM MM
O MM MM MM MM
Gd None MM SR MM
residual standard deviation for nearly all elements.
We quantified each model’s overall performance on each dataset {EL1, EL2, EL3,
EL4}, modality {SR, MM, XRF}, and element {W, Bi, O, Gd} using the coefficient of






where yi is the label mass on the example ith, ŷi is the model-predicted mass, and n is the





We used Miller’s confidence interval for CV, defined as









Table 5.3: Coefficient of Variation Across All Modalities, All Data
Modality
CV(RSMD) in % (α = 0.01)
W Bi O Gd
EL1
SR 0.310%± 0.007% − − −
XRF 5.289%± 0.119% − − −
MM 0.342%± 0.008% − − −
EL2
SR − 0.382%± 0.009% 0.733%± 0.016% −
XRF − 11.468%± 0.260% 11.518%± 0.261% −
MM − 0.456%± 0.010% 0.456%± 0.010% −
EL3
SR 0.513%± 0.007% 0.549%± 0.007% 0.664%± 0.009% −
XRF 7.746%± 0.101% 13.876%± 0.183% 13.872%± 0.183% −
MM 0.348%± 0.004% 0.387%± 0.005% 0.394%± 0.005% −
EL4
SR 0.868%± 0.010% 0.911%± 0.010% 0.986%± 0.011% 3.610%± 0.040%
XRF 7.792%± 0.088% 15.453%± 0.177% 14.988%± 0.171% 28.645%± 0.346%
MM 0.351%± 0.004% 0.421%± 0.005% 0.430%± 0.005% 4.037%± 0.045%
The CV(RMSD) was used as a measure of precision across modalities and elements. A
lower CV(RMSD) value indicates a more precise model.
The values in Table 5.3 for EL3 and EL4 are artificially inflated because of the inclusion
of zero label masses. These labels bring down the mean in a way that depends on the
number of zero and nonzero labels. For example, only 25% of EL4 included nonzero Gd
labels, while 75% include nonzero W, Bi, and O labels. Table 5.4 shows updated values
calculated only with the nonzero vales.
On the single-compound datasets, EL1 and EL2, the CV(RSMD) from the SR mod-
els were lower than from the MM models for the heavy metals, Bi and W, and higher
for O. The CV(RSMD) values from the SR models were higher on the multi-compound
datasets than on the single-compound datasets; however, the CV(RSMD) values from the
MM models on the multi-compound datasets were either similar or lower than on the single-
compound datasets. They MM values were consistently lower than the SR models on the
multi-compound datasets. These results suggest that the SR model is superior for single-
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Table 5.4: Coefficient of Variation Across All Modalities, Nonzero Labels
Modality
CV(RSMD) in % (α = 0.01)
W Bi O Gd
EL3
SR 0.345% ± 0.005% 0.417% ± 0.007% 0.506% ± 0.008% −
XRF 6.323% ± 0.100% 11.352% ± 0.182% 11.343% ± 0.182% −
MM 0.284% ± 0.004% 0.314% ± 0.005% 0.319% ± 0.005% −
EL4
SR 0.685% ± 0.009% 0.604% ± 0.008% 0.714% ± 0.009% 1.297% ± 0.029%
XRF 6.741% ± 0.087% 13.390% ± 0.176% 12.987% ± 0.170% 13.962% ± 0.318%
MM 0.303% ± 0.004% 0.362% ± 0.005% 0.369% ± 0.005% 1.983% ± 0.044%
compound powders, and the MM model is superior for multi-compound powders. For W,
Bi, and O, the SR values were consistently<1%, the XRF values were<15%, and the MM
values were <0.5%.
The Gd CV(RSMD) values on EL4 were significantly higher than other elements. The
SR and MM models had a larger difference in values for Gd from other elements, from
0.3%–0.7% to 1%–2%. The XRF model had a smaller relative difference, from 7%–13%
to ∼14%.
The results have shown that a deep learning model trained on SR data can perform high-
precision (<1%) elemental mass quantification under geometric uncertainty and from noisy
(10 min @ 40 µA) acquisitions. In cases with only one compound, i.e. a single task, there
was little benefit gained from an additional XRF sensor. However, a target composed of a
random powder or mixture of powders was more challenging for the SR model, even with a
small set of powder types. A fused model combining both SR and XRF data out-performed
the model trained only on SR in most cases.
The models trained solely on XRF data performed poorly on mass quantification which
suggests the data carried little predictive power. The uncertainty of the target geometry and
composition limit the amount of information available to the XRF sensor. The amount of
material is degenerate with a given signal because multiple targets with different composi-
tions can produce similar XRF signals. The XRF sensor benefits from close proximity to
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the target and measures the X-rays outside the primary beam. It primarily collects signal
induced near the surface of the target on the sides closest to the detector face. Although
the quantitative information is poor, the signal can be used to identify which elements are
present in the target. We speculate that this qualitative information helps simplify the mass
quantification task when fused with SR data. This explains the superior performance of the
MM model on multi-composition tasks where the powder composition is unknown.
The fusion model used in this work first trained separate models on SR and XRF. The
outputs of the final hidden layers were extracted as features which were then combined to
form a new dataset. The fused dataset was used to train a model from the combined, ex-
tracted features. This approach uses representation learning to determine the most relevant
features from each input stream. This methodology benefits from simplicity during train-
ing because each modality can be fine tuned individually. Separate training also allows for
deeper unimodal networks when GPU capacity is limited. Two different approaches may
provide a more fruitful data fusion. First, an autoencoder may provide better features for
data fusion. As opposed to our greedy approach which assumes the best features should
be able to directly perform the task, an autoencoder can learn a richer representation of the
dataset. The features from autoencoders would have the potential for a more meaningful
fusion of the datasets. Second, the early fusion of the networks into a single network would
attempt to learn a joint representation. The approach can exploit low-level correlations
between modalities that are ignored with independent feature extraction.
The poor performance on quantifying Gd mass has a number of contributing factors.
As discussed earlier, there was an imbalance of labels. Only 25% of examples contained
nonzero Gd labels in EL4. Further, the training set contained examples with single com-
pounds of only W and only Bi2O3, but Gd2O3 was only present in mixtures of W + Bi2O3
+ Gd2O3. The features of Gd were, therefore, always presented in combination with the
W and Bi features. Learning to predict Gd mass under these conditions is challenging be-
cause the learning steps are skewed in favor of optimizing the more abundant and dominant
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features.
The Gd prediction task also faced physical obstacles. First, the Gd content was ran-
domly sampled to be between 5% and 10% by mass. The approximate upper bounds for
each element’s total mass in a single sample were: ∼380 mg of W,∼230 mg of Bi,∼27 mg
of O, and ∼24 mg of Gd. While O and Gd had similar mass ranges, the amount of O was
highly correlated to the amount of Bi, but Gd was independent of the W and Bi content.
The signal induced by Gd was consequently limited.
The XRF signal from Gd is clearly visible in Figure 5.4 between 40 and 50 keV, but the
majority of the quantitative information comes from the SR data which measure transmis-
sion. In addition to the amount of each element, the induced SR signal in a pixel depends
on the X-ray energy distribution and the mass attenuation coefficients of the elements in the
target, shown in Figure 5.36. The K-edge jumps present in mass attenuation coefficients are
responsible the element-specific information. Although the Gd K-edge is larger than either
Bi or W, the X-ray beam intensity around the corresponding energy is relatively small due
to an Al filter. This filter configuration was designed to optimized the signal from high-Z
targets. The low beam intensity around the Gd K-edge and the small quantity of Gd result
in a small signal-to-noise ratio for Gd.
This methodology has the potential for better performance on Gd which it may achieve
by addressing some of the obstacles described above. First, it is prudent to use a beam with
an energy distribution that has higher intensity between 40 and 50 keV. A thinner Al filter
would accomplish this goal. Second, a larger dataset that balances the Gd labels with the
other elements present. The additional data would include Gd2O3 alone as well as more
evenly mixed mixtures of Gd2O3 with the other compounds of interest. Although a doping
scheme may be of interest, the additional data outside this domain may provide information
to the network.
A lingering question around this work stems from the use of simulated data for train-



























Figure 5.36: The energy distribution of X-rays impinging on the target is shown with the
mass attenuation coefficients of Gd, W, and Bi. The beam has passed through a 3-cm Al
filter to optimize the signal from high-Z targets.
made to make the simulated data realistic. The randomized geometry and powder density
distributions emulated some of the variability found in experimental data. Additionally,
the validated detector response function and Poisson noise were selected to closely match
observation in the laboratory. There are still features that remain uncaptured in simula-
tion. These features constitute a domain shift between simulation and reality. Chapter 6




DEEP DOMAIN ADAPTATION BETWEEN SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENT
6.1 Introduction
Deep learning provides an alternative to algorithmic approaches for quantitative spectral
X-ray radiography. The expressive power of deep neural networks is advantageous for ap-
plications where the imaging system may significantly deviate from the physics model and
assumptions used in an algorithmic approach. Traditional approaches often require high
certainty on aspects of the system like geometric parameters, the detector’s response and
calibration, and the X-ray beam’s spatial and energy distributions. Incorporating system-
atic uncertainty in the training set yields a deep learning model capable of quantification
from data subject to that systematic uncertainty. Consequently, the mitigation measures
used in traditional approaches can be relaxed, allowing systems to be more cost-effective
and simpler to operate.
Deep neural networks typically require large datasets to inductively learn a mapping
from the data to a desired output. The data, however, may be prohibitive to obtain. For
example, spectral X-ray radiography data obtained by collecting frames of pixel-wise en-
ergy deposition face challenges in acquisition and processing. Low currents are necessary
to achieve optimal performance resulting in long acquisition times. In addition, the raw
data files are large and are cumbersome to manage and process. In this and many cases,
collecting sufficient experimental data for deep learning is impractical.
Applications where data are generated through physical processes, like spectral X-ray
radiography, can often use simulation to synthesize data. Large-scale computing has made
simulated data attractive for generating large training datasets for deep learning. However,
deep learning models trained in a simulated domain, the source domain, struggle to transfer
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the gained knowledge when applied to an experimental domain, the target domain. A large
domain shift between experiment and simulation is a major drawback of using simulated
training data.
Domain adaptation has been used to address the domain shift between simulated and
real-world data for a variety of tasks [113–115]. Domain adaptation is a type of transfer
learning that learns to perform a task in a target domain by learning from labeled data
in a different, source domain. Deep learning architectures have been used in deep do-
main adaptation, contributing rich, hierarchal representations and the flexibility to perform
on a wide variety of domains. Recent advances have focused on adversarial-based and
representation-based learning approaches. Wang et al. [116] provides a survey and taxon-
omy of deep domain adaptation, focusing on visual domains. Wilson et al. [117] reviewed
the state-of-the-art of unsupervised deep domain adaptation where there are no labeled data
from the target domain.
In this work, we used deep domain adaptation to address the gap between simulated
and experimental spectral radiography data. We focused on the task of mass quantification
of Bi2O3 samples. Using a large, labeled dataset of simulations and a limited number
of experimental measurements, we first performed reverse domain adaptation. This step
mapped experimental data to the simulation domain using adversarial training. We then
used a regression model trained on simulation data to determine the mass on translated
experimental data.
6.2 Related Work
Simulating data has many practical advantages, facilitating applications in deep learning
that would otherwise be prohibitive. For example, deep reinforcement learning has been of
recent interest for robotic visual tasks where an agent learns a task by interacting with an
environment. Agents are often trained in simulated environments, but they must address
the gap between reality and simulation when transferring to the real world. There has been
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a large effort to solve the reality gap problem with domain adaptation for robotic tasks such
as manipulation [113, 118–124], navigation [125–127], and object detection [128, 129].
Hyperspectral imaging for remote sensing produces 3D spatio-spectral data similar to
spectral radiography data. Spectral shifts in hyperspectral images due to environmental
variations can cause a shift in the domain, and training on one domain may not be applicable
to a different, test domain. Domain adaptation has been used to address this domain shift
for classification problems in hyperspectral imaging [114, 120, 130, 131].
Domain adaptation has also been widely explored in medical imaging. The applications
include synthesis [115], reconstruction [132], segmentation [133], and classification [134]
on a range of modalities such as MRI [135], CT [136], and histopathology [137]. More
comprehensive discussions on this topic are available in review articles [138, 139].
Generative adversarial networks (GANs) are at the heart of many domain adaptation
methods. Goodfellow et al. [140] first presented GANs as a method to synthetically gen-
erate samples from a target distribution. They used game theory to construct a pair of
adversarial networks: a generator and a discriminator, shown in Figure 6.1. The task of the
generator is to produce samples from a noise vector, and the task of the discriminator is
to distinguish samples produced by the generator from samples drawn from training data.
During training, the goal of the generator is to fool the discriminator which is the contrary
of the discriminator’s goal.
Conditional GANs (cGANs) were an early variation that allowed the model to be con-
ditioned on external information such as class label presented first on MNIST data [141]
then on face image data [142]. Image-to-image translation later used cGANs conditioned
on images from one domain to generate images in another domain by adapting the gener-
ator network structure. For example, variational autoencoders (VAE) [143] are a type of
generative network that were proposed as the generator conditioned on images, known as
VAE-GANs [144]. Figure 6.2 shows three image-to-image translation frameworks. Isola et
al. [145] presented pix2pix which uses a U-Net generator [146] and pairs of images from
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Figure 6.1: A standard GAN architecture consists of a generator network (G) and a dis-
criminator network (D). A random noise vector (z) feeds into the generator which attempts
to output a realistic sample. Real data and generated data feed into the discriminator which
attempts to discriminate real from generated data [138].1
different domains.
In many cases, paired images are unavailable, and a different architecture is necessary.
Zhu et al. [147] developed CycleGAN for unpaired image-to-image translation by learning
two mapping functions, one from domain A to domain B and another from domain B to
domain A. The training was constrained by a cycle-consistency loss [148] where an input
passed through the first mapping then the second mapping should return that same original
input. Liu et al. [149] used two VAE-GANs with a shared latent space to formulate the
unsupervised image-to-image translation (UNIT) framework for unpaired image domains.
In unsupervised domain adaptation using domain mapping, the source domain is typi-
cally translated to the target domain. Subsequently, the classification or regression task is
trained on the translated source data with the corresponding labels and tested on the target
data. The classifier or regressor and the domain mapping may be trained independently or
jointly. Shrivastava et al. [150] proposed the SimGAN framework that “refined” simulated
image data for gaze estimation to look like realistic images, and the regression network
1Reprinted from Medical Image Analysis, Vol. 58, Xin Yi, Ekta Walia, Paul Babyn, “Generative adver-
sarial network in medical imaging: A review,” pp. 101552, Copyright (2019), with permission from Elsevier.
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Figure 6.2: Adversarial domain adaptation extends the idea of cGANs by conditioning the
generator on one domain to generate data from another domain. Image-to-image translation
is an example of the domain mapping approach to unsupervised domain adaptation [138].2
was trained independently. Mahmood et al. [151] used a similar approach for depth esti-
mation, but they instead mapped the unlabeled target domain of real images to the labeled
source domain of simulated images. Both used adversarial architectures where the transla-
tor acted as a GAN generator which fed into a discriminator network. In order to preserve
the labels during translation, both included a self-regularization loss that minimized the L1
norm between the simulated images and the translated, simulated images. Bousmalis et al.
[152] shared a similar architecture, but they replaced the L1 norm self-regularization with
a jointly trained classifier.
2Reprinted from Medical Image Analysis, Vol. 58, Xin Yi, Ekta Walia, Paul Babyn, “Generative adver-
sarial network in medical imaging: A review,” pp. 101552, Copyright (2019), with permission from Elsevier.
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6.3 Materials and Methods
6.3.1 Experimental and Simulated Datasets
The powder samples of Bi2O3 were prepared using the procedure described in Subsec-
tion 3.3.3. Initially, 13 Bi2O3 samples were prepared. The number of cuvettes and samples
that we were able to prepare was limited by time. Table 6.1 shows the masses of the powder
in each of the final samples.
Each of the samples was measured multiple times to efficiently increase the size of the
dataset. There were two orientations used for a sample. The lid of a forward-oriented (F)
sample faced the X-ray source, and the lid of a reverse-oriented (R) sample faced the X-ray
detector. We cycled through the samples and alternated orientations between acquisitions.
Table 6.2 shows the number of 10-min acquisitions taken for each sample in both orienta-
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tions. Additionally, we took five 10-min flatfield measurements that were aggregated using
the method described in Subsection 3.3.6.
The Monte Carlo simulations follow the description in Section 3.2, including geometric
and density randomization. Assuming that each powder occupies a 1 cm × 1 cm × 1 mm
volume, we estimated the powder densities from the masses in Table 6.1. The average ρ̄ and
population standard deviation sρ of the densities were used to determine the distribution of
densities across the simulations. The mean density used for the ith simulation was sampled
as µρ,i ∼ N (ρ̄, s2ρ). We generated 5000 simulations for Bi2O3 that were designated as
training sets. We also generated an additional 1000 simulations for validation and 1000 for
testing.
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The simulated and experimental data were processed in similar ways and both ended
with the same overall structure. After being parsed (detailed in Subsection 3.3.5), the
experimental data yexp were rebinned into 1 keV bins, and the scaled flatfield y0,exp was de-
termined for each transmission measurement (detailed in Subsection 3.3.6). The simulated
transmission data ysim were transformed by the HEXITEC response function (detailed in
Subsection 3.1.2), scaled to match the intensity of a 10-min acquisition, and blurred with
Poisson noise. The simulated flatfield y0,sim was also transformed by the response function
and scaled in intensity, but no noise was added.
Energy thresholds were applied to the transmission and flatfield data from both simula-
tion and experiment, keeping energies between 60 keV and 140 keV. The transmission data









For any case where y0 = 0, y/y0 was set to 1. The transformed data were then confined
to 0 ≤ d ≤ 1 by setting d = 0 where d < 0 and d = 1 where d > 1. Next, they were
scaled by a factor of 2 and translated by –1 such that −1 ≤ d ≤ 1. Lastly, we augmented
the experimental data dexp using the 8 unique transformations from horizontal flips and 90◦
rotations, yielding 496 experimental Bi2O3 examples.
We visualize the two Bi2O3 datasets (simulated and experimental) before training. We
show the energy-averaged 2D image (Figure 6.3) and the energy spectrum from pixel (40,
40) (Figure 6.4) for a number of samples from each dataset before the final scaling and


















Figure 6.3: Comparison between simulated (left) and experimental (right) energy-
integrated radiographs.
Figure 6.4: Comparison between simulated (left) and experimental (right) energy spectra
from the center pixels.
6.3.2 Deep, Unsupervised Domain Adaptation Architecture
The unsupervised domain adaptation of data from one domain x ∼ X to another y ∼ Y
comprised two primary network structures: a translator and a discriminator. The translator
network produced data t = T (x;θT ) translated from x and parameterized by θT . The
task of the translator was to generate data t that was indistinguishable from data from
Y . More broadly, the translator functioned as the generator in a conditional GAN that was
conditioned on data from X . The discriminator networkD(·;θD) decided whether an input
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came from Y or was translated from X . The parameters for the discriminator network were
θD.
The translator network used a U-net architecture [146] which has had success in image-
to-image translation [153]. The first stage of U-net was an encoder that mapped the input
to a low-dimensional feature space that acted as a bottleneck. The downsampling was done
using convolutional layers. The second, decoder stage then mapped the feature space to an
output with the same dimensions as the original input. Skip connections were formed by
concatenating the outputs of the encoder layers to the decoder layers with its corresponding
shape. Figure 6.5 depicts the U-net translator network used in this work. Batch normal-
ization was neither applied before the first hidden layer nor after the last hidden layer. The
activation functions were leaky ReLu in the encoder and ReLu in the decoder. The selection
of architectural features followed guidelines for deep convolutional GANs in [154].
The discriminator network used a 3D convolutional neural network architecture. Fig-
ure 6.6 depicts the full network. The convolutional layers reduced the shape using a kernel
size of 4 and stride of 2 (or 5 and 1, respectively, for the final convolutional layer). The
last hidden layer was followed by a fully connected layer containing a single output and a
sigmoid activation function, d. We used a leaky ReLu activation function for the remaining
(hidden) layers. Just as for the translator network, batch normalization was neither applied
to the input nor output.
In addition to the discrimination output, we added a second fully connected layer with
a single output unit to the penultimate layer. This output node had no activation function.
Instead of a domain classifier, it functioned as an auxiliary regressor that calculated value
maux. The network parameters θaux were nearly all shared with θD, but the final layer
parameters were exchanged with the parameters from regressor’s fully connected layer. The
purpose of the regressor was to allow for supervision using sample mass during training. It
serves as an estimate for the mass of translated data. We compared the performance with
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Figure 6.5: The translator network translated data from one domain to the other using a
U-net architecture. It had an encoder-decoder structure that forced the data through a low-
dimensional bottleneck layer. The five convolutional layers in the first half of the network
made up the encoder, and the five deconvolutional layers after the bottleneck formed the
decoder. Skip connections bypassed the bottleneck by concatenating encoder layer outputs
with their corresponding decoder layers.
task.
6.3.3 Loss Function Formulation and Training
The standard formulation of a GAN is motivated by game theory. The discriminator tries to
maximize the log-probability of correctly whether the input came from Y or was translated
from X . The translator, however, tries to minimize the log-probability that the discrimina-













































































Figure 6.6: The discriminator network architecture primarily consisted of 3D convolutional
layers that downsampled the data. After the final convolutional layer, a dense layer and sig-
moid activation provide the discrimination output. A value of 1 indicates the discriminator
believes the input to be real data, and a value of 0 indicates it believes it came from the
translator network.
The optimization is performed by alternating between separate gradient steps forD and
T . From Equation 6.2, the D step should maximize
Ey∼Y logD (y) + Ex∼X log (1−D (T (x))) (6.3)
over θD, and the T should minimize
Ex∼X log (1−D (T (x))). (6.4)
Goodfellow et al. [140] proposed that the gradient step be reformulated as maximizing
Ex∼X logD (T (x)) (6.5)
to help in early learning stages. The T and D steps are then both maximization steps. By
flipping the signs of each loss function, we instead minimized at each step using gradient
descent.
The translator training step minimized
Ex∼X − logD (T (x)) (6.6)
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over the translator parameters θT . The discriminator parameters θD were used to calculate
the gradients through the discriminator but were not changed during a T step. The inputs
x to the network were all sampled from X , and 50% of the resulting translated data t from
a step were added to an experience replay buffer in the form of a queue. The queue added
examples to its buffer until full, and new examples added to a full queue randomly replaced
existing queue items. More on the use of experience replay for GANs can be found in
[150, 155, 156]
The discriminator training step minimized
Ey∼Y − logD (y) + Ex∼X − log (1−D (T (x))) (6.7)
over the discriminator parameters θD (with θT frozen). The inputs included both y data and
translated data from x. During a D training set, half of the translated data was generated
from sampled x data using the current parameters θT , while the other half was randomly
sampled from the experience replay buffer.
The auxiliary regressor was included using the label of the input data. The mean
squared error between the label and the predicted mass was used as the loss function. This
loss was added to both T and D steps and was scaled by parameter λaux. The parameters
of the discriminator were frozen during T training, and vice versa.
6.3.4 Reverse Domain Adaptation
The standard approach to domain mapping for domain adaptation maps the source domain
to the target domain. The source domain has labels, and the target domain may or may not
have labels. After the mapping, the target-mapped source domain data is used to learn a
task so it can be applied directly to target domain data. The simulated data would be the
source data that are mapped to the experimental (target) domain. A regression model would
then learn from the translated simulated data to determine the mass from experimental data.
Reverse domain adaptation instead translates the experimental data into the simulated
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domain. Mahmood et al. [151] argued for reversing the flow of domain mapping for la-
beled synthetic data and unlabeled experimental data in the context of medical imaging.
They mapped experimental data to look more like synthetic data. One reason they argued
was that synthetic models typically lack some of the complexity and diversity in experi-
mental data. The models also did not generalize across different patients in the original
formulation. Our experimental dataset was sparse relative to the simulated dataset which
provides an additional challenge. We used a reverse flow for domain adaptation. In the
above formulation of the loss functions, the experimental data x was mapped to look like
simulated data y. The labeled, simulated data was used to learn the regression task.
6.3.5 Supervised Regression Model
Our primary goal for this work was to create a regression model that quantified mass from
experimental data. A large, simulated dataset with mass labels would be used for the super-
vised training of a regression model. We used domain mapping to translate experimental
data into the simulated domain. We trained a regression model using only simulated data
in the training set. This model was applied to the translated experimental data to predict
the mass for that measurement. The regression model used a 3D ResNet-34 architecture.
The network outputs contained the elemental Bi and O mass estimates.
6.4 Results
6.4.1 Unsupervised Domain Adaptation
The domain adaptation stage was prone to instabilities due to the adversarial nature of the
translator and the discriminator. The accuracy of the discriminator was used as a perfor-
mance indicator during training. At every training step of the discriminator, we evaluated
two accuracy values. The simulation accuracy was the fraction of simulated data inputs that
the discriminator labeled as 1, and the translation accuracy was the fraction of the inputs
that were translated from experimental data that the discriminator labeled as 0. Figure 6.7
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shows these accuracies over the training period. The simulation accuracy was typically
higher than the translation accuracy, but stable training had accuracies < 1 on average.
Instabilities were reflected in the accuracies typically as both going to 1, either at the be-
ginning of training or after a prolonged training period.





















Figure 6.7: The accuracy of the discriminator during discriminator training steps is sepa-
rated into simulation inputs (blue) and translated experimental inputs (orange). Half of the
translated inputs were sampled from the experience replay buffer while the other half came
from sampling and translating experimental inputs with the up-to-date translator.
The loss of the networks served as another metric during training. The translation and
discrimination losses are shown in Figure 6.8. The translation loss was evaluated during
translator training steps and is a measure of how well the translator was able to fool the dis-
criminator. A continually increasing translation loss was indicative of an instability where
the translator network failed to converge. This was mitigated by increasing the network ca-
pacity or slowing the training rate. Convergence failure was also caused by an experience
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replay buffer that was too large. The discriminator loss instead measured how well the dis-
criminator was able to accurately distinguish simulated data from translated experimental
data. When the training was stable, the translator loss was higher than the discriminator
losses, and none had strong trends beyond the early training steps. Convergence instabili-
ties presented in the discriminator losses by approaching 0.












Discrim. Loss, Sim. Data (Real)
Discrim. Loss, Trans. Data (Fake)
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Figure 6.8: The discrimination losses measured the loss of the discriminator during a dis-
criminator training step on simulated input data (blue) and translated experimental data
(orange). The translation loss (green) was the loss of the discriminator during a translation
step on experimental input data.
The final evaluation metric for the domain adaptation was visual inspection of the trans-
lated data, particularly the energy-averaged image data. They provided useful, albeit qual-
itative, information about the types of instabilities and the overall training progress. Early
stages of training consistently produced translated images that were only noise. Low fre-
quency information such as the powder target outline in the image or spectral features
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were the first to form. In the case of convergence instability, the translated data did not
develop these features. Alternatively, the training could suffer from mode collapse instabil-
ities which were not strongly evident from the accuracy or loss. The translated images from
mode collapse were identical for different input data. Mode collapse could be mitigated us-
ing a larger experience replay buffer, slowing the training, or rebalancing the training rates
between the translator and discriminator. Lastly, the images would often contain artifacts
in late training stages as the translator was determining the high frequency information.
The artifacts appeared in the form of unrealistic powder sample shapes or strong spatial
features apart from the sample’s projection. Early stopping prevented the development
of these artifacts but resulted in blurrier translated images. Increasing the capacity of the
networks, usually the discriminator, helped remove the artifacts. Changing the networks
required rebalancing of the training rates.
The images of the 62 experimental measurements are shown before (Original) and af-
ter (Translated) translation in Figure 6.9, Figure 6.10, Figure 6.11, and Figure 6.12. The
samples are ordered by the experimentally measured mass of the powder. Each powder
was measured between 3 and 6 times, each on a different day. All measurements of a sam-
ple are shown in a single row. All images share a common color scale. The translated
images generally maintained the spatial location and orientation of the sample. The pro-
jected areas of the samples in the translated images were more flat, lacking many of the
spatial features caused by differences in powder density. This aspect of the translation was
expected because simulations also lacked such spatial features. Sample #6 in Figure 6.9,
however, shows that some spatial variation of density was maintained through translation.
It is unclear from the images whether the total mass was preserved, but the average pixel
intensity in the powders’ projected areas were higher in the translated images. The multi-
ple translations of the same sample from different measurements, however, appeared to be
similar in intensity.
The translated images had noticeable differences from the expected simulated images.
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They were generally less sharp, particularly at the edges and corners of the samples’ pro-
jected areas. This kind of blurring is apparent in the pixel intensities which are much
smoother than in the simulation data. The translated images also contain spatial artifacts in
the pixels near the image borders (within around 25% of the image width from any edge)
in the form of a rectangular frame. When the sample is absent in an area, these pixels
are elevated in intensity. When the sample is near the image border, a line of pixels is
often depressed. Lastly, the projected sample areas did not always have shapes consistent
with simulation. Differences appeared in the form of protruding corners, curved edges, and
varying edge length.
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Sample #2 126.4 mg














Sample #6 144.4 mg








































Figure 6.9: The original and translated experimental images (Samples 2, 3, 6, and 7).
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Sample #1 160.4 mg
Sample #9 167.2 mg








































Figure 6.10: The original and translated experimental images (Samples 1, 9, and 12).
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Figure 6.11: The original and translated experimental images (Samples 11, 10, and 8).
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Sample #5 201.6 mg
Sample #13 186.6 mg








































Figure 6.12: The original and translated experimental images (Samples 13, 5, and 4).
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6.4.2 Supervised Regression Model
The regression model determined the elemental mass from spectral radiography data. We
trained the 3D ResNet-34 architecture on a training dataset of 5000 simulated examples
and a validation dataset of 1000. The training curves in Figure 6.13 show the residuals of
Bi (left) and O (right) masses on the training and validation sets over the training period.
The validation curves show no indication of overfitting for either element.



































Figure 6.13: Training and validation Bi (left) and O (right) mass residuals during the train-
ing of the regression model on simulated data.
We used an additional 1000 simulations as test data to evaluate the performance of
the regression model. The scatter plot in Figure 6.14 shows the total mass (the sum over
elemental masses) residual vs. label. The residual had no apparent trend respect to the label
value. The variance of the residual also appeared constant with residual.
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Figure 6.14: Scatter plot of residual vs. label for the regression model on simulated test
data.
6.4.3 Mass Quantification of Experimental Data
The ultimate goal of this work was to quantify the mass of powder samples from exper-
imental spectral radiographs. While the regression model quantified the elemental mass,
only the total mass was available from the experimental data for verification. Therefore, we
limit our analysis to the comparison of total mass by summing the calculated Bi and O mass
values. The regression model was trained using only simulated data, and we tested it using
three versions of the experimental data. As a baseline, we tested the raw experimental data
with no domain adaptation. We also tested two versions of the domain adaptation: with
and without the auxiliary regressor. The auxiliary regressor, circled with a dashed line in
Figure 6.6, used the same simulation mass labels used to train the regression model and the
experimental mass values from Table 6.1. While the domain adaptation training used an
augmented experimental dataset, these test sets only included the original 62 experimental
measurements.
The total mass residuals are plotted against the experimentally measured mass (labels)
for the three test sets in Figure 6.15. The regression model consistently underpredicted
mass values on raw experimental data. The residuals were negatively correlated with the
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mass labels indicating that samples with higher mass were underpredicted by a larger mar-
gin. The predicted mass values on the both sets of translated data were overestimated
on average. The translation without an auxiliary regressor had residuals that were more
weakly correlated with mass than the raw or translated with auxiliary regressor cases. The
inclusion of the auxiliary regressor both added a mass-dependent bias and increased the
residual variance for predictions on measurements of the same sample.
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Figure 6.15: Scatter plot of residual vs. label for the regression model on experimental test
data: raw experimental data (blue), translated experimental data with auxiliary regressor
(orange), and translated experimental data without auxiliary regressor (green).
The three test cases in Figure 6.15 also shared some prediction behavior. Relative to the
red trend lines on each plot, the bias directions of each sample were similar for each case.
The relative variances of each sample were also similar. For example, the data at 160.4
g were consistently higher than the trend, whereas the data at 144.4 g were consistently
below it. It was found that these variations were sensitive to the flatfield scaling described
in Subsection 3.3.6.
6.5 Discussion
The stability of the domain adaptation was highly dependent on the many hyperparame-
ters. The following had the largest impact on training outcome: the network architectures
and capacities, the relative learning rates and frequencies of the two networks, the global
learning rate, the use of regularization (experience replay or L1 norm), and the batch size.
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There is an important balance that needs to be achieved regarding the discriminator. If
the discriminator learns to recognize too quickly, the translator has no chance to learn a
representation. The translator never directly sees the simulation data it is trying to mimic.
Instead, it only uses the representation learned within the discriminator and is limited to
learning this representation. The discriminator must therefore have a large enough capacity
to provide sufficient instruction to the translator during training.
Once a stable configuration and balance was found, we experienced limitation in the
translation capabilities. First, it was ultimately limited by the size and diversity of the
experimental dataset. For example, the artifacts in the translated images appear to be due
to averaging effects via batch normalization. The limited experimental dataset was also the
motivation for a reverse domain adaptation approach. We were also limited by computing
power which restricted the batch size and network depths. With more data, deep networks,
and likely smaller learning rates, the translations could be sharper and more similar to
simulation.
Deep, unsupervised domain adaptation has been used for tasks such as image-to-image
translation that do not attempt classification or regression in addition to domain mapping. A
natural question is how do we ensure the label is preserved during translation? Shrivastava
et al. [150] addressed this with an additional L1 loss between the translated and original
image to preserved the gaze direction in pictures of eyes. We found that using an L1 penalty
destabilized the learning and lead to unrealistic translations. The auxiliary regressor used
in this work provided means for the network to preserve label regardless of the domain.
The translations, however, aligned better without the auxiliary regressor. We speculate that
the regressor was in competition with the discrimination loss and worsened performance.
Further, the regressor attempts to predict the same mass value for an experimental input
regardless of which network is training during that step. In contrast, the discriminator
output label an experimental input is different during a translator training step (1) vs. a
discriminator training step (0). This difference in objective likely played a role in making
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the discriminator less effective.
The procedure for scaling the flatfield likely introduced additional variance to the data
that was insurmountable for this approach. We were motivated by a time constraint on
data acquisition to take a limited number of flatfield measurements. Changes to the system
geometry or to the acquisition parameters across measurement days can cause violations
to the assumptions in Subsection 3.3.6. Ideally, there would be a flatfield measurement
taken immediately before or after a sample measurement. Alternatively, a flatfield for each
day of measurements would mitigate any changes to the system. More frequent flatfield





This thesis explored elemental mass quantification using spectral X-ray radiography data.
The recent advances in pixelated, spectroscopic X-ray detectors are now able to provide
spatio-spectral information that was not available before. A growing interest has revealed
numerous applications of spectral X-ray radiography in safeguards, national security, in-
dustry, medicine, and research. We focused on quantitative methods for solid samples
containing high-Z materials.
In Chapter 4, we examined an existing method that uses nonlinear least squares to quan-
tify elemental mass from spectral X-ray radiography data. The physics model used in this
method assumed uniform exponential attenuation across each pixel face. We showed that
this assumption leads to mass quantification errors, particularly at the edges of the sample
where the pixel only partially views the sample. To address this problem, we updated the
physics model to allow for partial-volume attenuation. We updated the algorithm to also
solve for the new fraction parameter and presented additional stabilization techniques that
were necessary for the partial-fraction physics model. We found that the updated physics
model made the problem more ill-posed, and simple constraints to the gradient and frac-
tion were sufficient to stabilize the optimization process. We demonstrated improved mass
quantification accuracy on simulations of UO2 samples with the updated physics model and
algorithm.
In Chapter 5, we presented a deep learning alternative to the traditional algorithmic
approach. A successful deep learning model has the potential to improve the operational
viability of a spectral X-ray radiography system. By including variations in system geome-
try or statistical noise, we hypothesized that the model would accurately predict elemental
mass on data subject to these variations. We also hypothesized that a deep learning model
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would facilitate the fusion of spectral X-ray radiography data with X-ray fluorescence data.
These hypotheses were tested using synthesized datasets that incorporated systematic vari-
ations and statistical noise. The deep learning models on simulated spectral X-ray radiogra-
phy performed with high accuracy. The models trained on only spectral X-ray radiography
data or XRF data degraded in performance with increasing number of elements to quantify.
The multimodal model, however, showed better performance than its two input modes.
The deep learning approach offers advantages over the traditional algorithmic approach.
First, by including geometric variation in the training data, we were able to train a model
that did not require high-confidence knowledge of the geometry. This is an attractive quality
for the deployment of such a system to industry. Second, the ability to incorporate XRF
data is beneficial for the identification or quantification of trace elements that would be
outside the sensitivity of the transmission system and for tasks that must quantify multiple
elements. Third, we found that the algorithmic approach experienced performance loss in
the presence of statistical noise, but the deep learning models were all trained on noise
equivalent to 10 min acquisitions and had strong performance. This suggests the use of a
deep learning model would permit shorter acquisitions and, therefore, would have higher
throughput.
A major drawback of the deep learning approach is the creation of training data. Using
simulated data is cheaper and faster than collecting experimental measurements, and the
simulations are labeled (with the elemental masses). There exists a domain shift, however,
between simulation and experiment that must be addressed. The algorithmic approach has
the advantage of not being limited to the distribution spanned by training data. Instead,
a well-characterized system geometry, source, and detector combined with the radiation
transport physics model provides a reliable way to quantify elemental mass.
This work paved the way for several research avenues. We would like to explore the
extension of the method to more elements. While other techniques with the same objective
become limited by number of elements to quantify, deep spectral X-ray radiography has
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shown the potential to exceed the current standards. Such an implementation would require
a system with a source whose energy distribution properly spans the absorption edges of
interest. Additionally, we are interested in exploring the use of a pixelated, spectroscopic
X-ray detector or multiple detectors for the XRF measurements. The addition of XRF
improved the overall performance; it is likely there is useful information in the signal that
has yet to be exploited.
In Chapter 6, we extended the deep learning approach to experimental data with the
addition of deep unsupervised domain adaptation. This adversarial approach learned to
map from the experimental domain to the simulation domain using unpaired simulations
and experimental measurements of Bi2O3 powder. The experimental measurements were
then translated such that they were indistinguishable from simulated data by a discrimina-
tor neural network. A regression network similar to those used in Chapter 5 was trained
on simulated data for mass quantification. We then quantified the mass of the translated
experimental data using the regression network which were compared to the experimen-
tally measured masses. The relative error on the translated experimental data (< 10%) was
about an order of magnitude worse than on the simulated test data (< 1%).
The transition to experimental data poses a challenge for both deep learning and algo-
rithmic methods alike. While the deep learning model can be trained to learn variations
present in the experimental system, they must be known and incorporated into the training
dataset. Otherwise, the model will not properly handle them. This was the case regarding
the flatfield data used in Chapter 6 which limited the performance. Further, the limited
number and diversity of experimental data restricted the capacity of the translation stage.
More data would permit mapping to and from both domains, but we were limited to map-
ping experimental data to the simulation domain.
In future experiments, we are interested in taking additional precautions to ensure high
quality experimental data. First, flatfield measurements must accompany all measurements
of samples. This would help address the fluctuations that occur day-to-day as well as within
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the same day. Second, both deep learning-based and physics-based methods would benefit
from the inclusion of reference samples for calibration. The references could be taken




PROOF OF UNDERESTIMATION OF AREAL DENSITY
A single pixel views a material with mass attenuation coefficient µ ∈ IR≥0. A fraction of
the projected area α is attenuated by areal density ρ1 and the remaining fraction (1 − α)
is attenuated by the same material of a different areal density ρ2, where α ∈ [0, 1] and all
densities ρ ∈ IR≥0. The true, total areal density ρtrue used to determine the mass is
ρtrue = αρ1 + (1− α)ρ2. (A.1)
The total flux Φobs observed by the pixel is the linear combination of the attenuation
from each areal density, where Φ ∈ IR≥0. This is given by
Φobs = αΦ0 exp (−µρ1) + (1− α)Φ0 exp (−µρ2), (A.2)
where Φ0 is the unattenuated flux. The algorithm attempts to find some effective areal
density ρeff by setting the constraint that
Φobs = Φ0 exp (−µρeff). (A.3)
Definition A.1 A function f : IR 7→ IR is convex if its domain X is a convex set and
∀x1, x2 ∈ X , α ∈ [0, 1],
f(αx1 + (1− α)x2) ≤ αf(x1) + (1− α)f(x2) (A.4)
Definition A.2 A twice differentiable function is convex on an interval iff its second deriva-
tive is nonnegative on that interval.
Lemma A.1 For some ρeff used to estimate Φobs as (Equation A.3) where Φobs is given by
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(Equation A.2), the true areal density ρtrue given by (Equation A.1) is greater than or equal
to ρeff.




= µ2Φ0 exp (−µρ). (A.5)
For all ρ ∈ IR, d2Φ
dρ2
≥ 0; therefore, Φ(ρ) is convex. From the first definition of convexity,
Φ(αρ1 + (1− α)ρ2) ≤ αΦ(ρ1) + (1− α)Φ(ρ2)
Φ0 exp [−µ(αρ1 + (1− α)ρ2)] ≤ αΦ0 exp (−µρ1) + (1− α)Φ0 exp (−µρ2)
Φ0 exp (−µρtrue) ≤ Φ0 exp (−µρeff)
ρtrue ≥ ρeff.
(A.6)
Therefore, for all ρ1 and ρ2, the true areal density is greater than or equal to the effec-
tive areal density. This indicates that an algorithm approximating attenuation by a single




The relative error on total uranium and total oxygen mass is presented here with a confi-
dence of one standard deviation.
Table B.1: Performance Without Stabilization
f ε mU rel. error mO rel. error # iter.
εx
100 − − −
101 − − −
102 .069%± .050% 4.2%± 2.6% 12± 0.0
εx
2
100 .097%± .053% 4.1%± 2.6% 9.9± .74
101 .067%± .050% 4.1%± 2.6% 8.5± 1.6
102 .068%± .050% 4.1%± 2.6% 9.2± .83
εx
3
100 − − −
101 .067%± .050% 4.1%± 2.6% 7.5± .50
102 .065%± .050% 4.2%± 2.6% 7.2± .56
eε
x
100 − − −
101 .064%± .050% 4.2%± 2.6% 8.0± .20





0 − − −
101 − − −
102 .065%± .052% 4.2%± 2.6% 11± 1.1
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Table B.2: Bounded Fraction Performance
f ε fmin mU rel. error mO rel. error # iter.
εx
100 10−3 .12%± .053% 4.0%± 2.6% 13± 1.1
101 10−5 .068%± .050% 4.2%± 2.6% 8.2± .81
102 10−5 .069%± .050% 4.2%± 2.6% 12± 0.0
εx
2
100 10−5 .097%± .053% 4.1%± 2.6% 8.7± .46
101 10−5 .069%± .050% 4.1%± 2.6% 6.2± .36
102 10−5 .069%± .050% 4.1%± 2.6% 12± 6.7
εx
3
100 10−5 .086%± .052% 4.1%± 2.6% 7.6± .49
101 10−5 .070%± .050% 4.1%± 2.6% 6.2± .64
102 10−5 .069%± .050% 4.1%± 2.6% 6.2± .43
eε
x
100 10−4 .096%± .053% 4.1%± 2.6% 13± 2.2
101 10−5 .064%± .050% 4.2%± 2.6% 8.0± .20





0 10−3 − − −
101 10−5 − − −
102 10−5 .066%± .052% 4.2%± 2.6% 11± 1.0
Table B.3: Gradient Threshold Performance
f ε gth mU rel. error mO rel. error # iter.
εx
100 10−9 .12%± .053% 4.0%± 2.6% 10.± .22
101 10−9 .069%± .050% 4.1%± 2.6% 8.2± .82
102 10−9 .069%± .050% 4.1%± 2.6% 12± 0.0
εx
2
100 10−9 .097%± .053% 4.5%± 2.7% 11± 1.2
101 10−9 .067%± .050% 4.2%± 2.6% 8.4± 1.2
102 10−9 .068%± .050% 4.2%± 2.6% 9.7± .90
εx
3
100 10−9 .084%± .051% 5.6%± 3.5% 10.± 2.0
101 10−9 .065%± .050% 4.3%± 2.6% 7.9± .50
102 10−9 .066%± .050% 4.2%± 2.6% 8.2± .63
eε
x
100 10−9 .087%± .051% 15%± 7.5% 9.5± 2.3
101 10−9 .068%± .050% 4.2%± 2.6% 11± .71





0 10−9 .077%± .059% 4.3%± 3.1% 34± 2.1
101 10−9 .046%± .14% 9.1%± 5.1% 37± 5.3
102 10−9 .057%± .053% 4.3%± 2.6% 12± .87
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APPENDIX C
SIMULATION GEOMETRY AND DENSITY SAMPLING DETAILS
100 µm × 100 µm × 1 mm voxels
∆x ∼ U(−2 mm, 2 mm), ∆y ∼ U(−2 mm, 2 mm), ∆z ∼ U(−0.5 mm, 0.5 mm),
∆r1 ∼ U(−0.5 rad, 0.5 rad), ∆r2 ∼ U(−1 rad, 1 rad)
Algorithm 1 Sampling total voxel densities for a simulation
1: procedure CALCTOTALDENSITY(d1, d2, f )
2: ρt ← d1d2d1f+d2(1−f)
3: return ρt
Algorithm 2 Sampling total voxel densities for a simulation
1: procedure SAMPLEBI
















4: for voxel j do
5: sample bj ∼ N (B, σ2B)
6: fj ← 0
7: ρj ← CALCTOTALDENSITY(bj , 1, fj)
8: return ρ, f
Algorithm 3 Sampling total voxel densities for a simulation
1: procedure SAMPLEBIGD
























5: sample F ∼ U(0, 0.1)
6: σ2F ← (0.1F )2
7: for voxel j do
8: sample bj ∼ N (B, σ2B)
9: sample fj ∼ N (F, σ2F )
10: ρj ← CALCTOTALDENSITY(bj , G, fj)
11: return ρ, f
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Algorithm 4 Sampling total voxel densities for a simulation
1: procedure SAMPLEBIW
2: sample B ← 1.5 g
cm3





4: sample σ2W ∼ U ((0.01W )2, (0.5W )2)
5: sample F ∼ U(0, 1)
6: for voxel j do
7: sample wj ∼ N (W,σ2W )
8: fj ← F
9: ρj ← CALCTOTALDENSITY(B, wj , fj)
10: return ρ, f
Algorithm 5 Sampling total voxel densities for a simulation
1: procedure GENERATESIMULATIONS
2: n← 10000 . Num. simulations
3: for i← 1, n do
4: ρB, fB ← SAMPLEBI
5: SIMULATE(Bi, ρB, fB)
6: ρG, fG ← SAMPLEBIGD
7: SIMULATE(Bi + Gd, ρG, fG)
8: ρW , fW ← SAMPLEBIW
9: SIMULATE(Bi + W, ρW , fW )
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